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New Technologiesin the HP 1090 Liquid Chromatograph,by AlfredMaute Someof
aren'tso new.
the new technologies
In this Issue:
There,the research
Notfar fromGermany's
BlackForestis HP'sWaldbronn
Division.
and
developmentspecialtyis liquidchromatography,
or LC, and the latestproductofferingis
in bringing
the subjectof this issue.Coincidentally,
the HP 1090LiquidChromatograph,
of the BlackForestand Switzerlandthat
the HP 1090to life, it was to the watchmakers
turnedfor theskillsto drillminuteholesandcuttinythreadswithhigh
Waldbronn
scientists
precision,
partsmadeof sapphireandsimilarmaterials.
andto shapeandpolishdiminutive
On page 44, AltredMautegives us his perspectiveon the remarkableengineeringand

-il--'\
manufacturingchallengesthat had to be met to make this new LC systema reality.ln the
article on page 3, two of the system's designers explain how new lhe HP 1090 is-*difierent enough from

previousLC systemsto warranlthecoiningof the lerm"low-dispersion"
liquidchromatography.
Likeihe gas
is an instrument
we'vefeaturedseveraltimesin thesepages,a liquidchromatograph
used
chromatographs
for separatinga sampleof somecompoundinto the componentsthat makeit up. The differenceis that for
GC the sampleto be analyzedis a gasandfor LC it'sa liquid,perhapsseawateror a bodyfluid.Thesample
to be analyzedby LC is injectedinto a slreamof solventand carriedthrougha tube calleda column.The
of the samplereachthe otherendof
columnis packedwithparticles
of a porousmaierial.Thecomponents
thecolumnat ditferenttimesandaremeasuredby a detector,whichcreatesa peakedrecordol theirpassage.
todetermine
theconcentrations
ofthevariouscomponents.
Fromthesizeandlocation
of thepeaks,it'spossible
information,
it may be possibleto identifythe components
of an unknownsample.The HP
Withadditional
1090advances
thestateof thisart by providing
sharper,
tallerpeaksin lesstime,usingsmallersamplesand
lesssolvent.Articlesin this issuedescribethe sophisticated
systemsfor control,solventdelivery,sample
possible.Our coverphotoshowsone
injection,
that makethis performance
detection,
and dataprocessing
of the meteringpumpsfromthe solventdeliverysystem.Thesepumpsdeliverflowratesfromone microliter
per minuteto 5000microliters
per minute,smoothlyand precisely.
Fewmechanical
systemscan matchthis
5000-to-1range.For example,try to imaginethe engineof yourcar runningas smoothlyal one revolution
per minuteas it doesat fivethousand.Minewon'trunat all belowabout1000.
detector,is alsoavailable
Oneof the detectormodulesfor the HP 1090,a high-speed
spectrophotometric
for use withotherLC systems,regardless
of who makesthem.Calledthe HP 1040A,it's describedin the
articleon page31.
-R. P. Dolan
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Low-Dispersion
LiquidChromatography
Low dispersionmeansif takes/esssamp/e,/ess solvent,
and /esstime; it'sa term coinedby HP and implemented
in a new high-performance
LC sysfem.
by RobertJ. Jonker and GerardP. Rozing
IQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY is an analytical technique that gives qualitative and quantitative information about nonvolatile substances in mixtures. The
variety of compounds that are now analyzed by liquid chromatography is enormous, ranging from substancescontaining only a few atoms to polymers having 100,000 or more,
and from ionic to totally apolar substances.Liquid chromatography can be applied to samples where only a few microliters are available, which is the casein biomedical applications, or where a virtually unlimited sample is available, for example in the analysis of sea water.
The number of compounds in the sample may vary from
only a few, such as in processcontrol, up to severalhundred
in the analysis of body fluids. The ratio of concentrations
of major to minor components can be up to one million or
higher.
Inlormatlon Processing in Liquld Chromatography
Fig. 1 shows the elements of a basic liquid chromatography (LC) system.A liquid sample is taken from a mixture
to be analyzed and introduced to a part of the system that
is at an elevated pressure. The sample is then transported
to the separator by the flow iu the system. In liquid chromatography the separatoris called the column and consists
iu most casesof a tube filled with porous material called
the stationary phase. A liquid, the mobile phase, flows
through the tube between the particles of stationary phase
material.
The components inthe samplebecomedistributed differently between the mobile and stationary phases, because
they have different interactions (physical and/or chemical)
with eachphase.The nature and strength ofthe interactions
can be selected by the choice of phases.This makes liquid
chromatography the most versatile separation method
known. As a result of the distribution, the components will
move with different speeds through the column, so that
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they will elute from it at different times. By changing the
composition of the mobile phase during elution (gradient
analysis) it is possible to analyze a wider variety of compounds in a given time than would be possible under constant conditions.
After the separator,the column effluent enters the detector, which measures a physical or chemical property of
each now relatively pure compound. With the aid of o
priori knowledge about the way the system responds to
the components in the mixture (calibration), the detector
response is transformed into the data of interest, that is,
the nature and quantity of all relevant compounds in the
mixture.
Dlspersion Durlng Separation
At injection, the solutes in the mixture are concentrated
in space.During the separation process,the zone occupied
by any given component is inevitably broadened, that is,
the components become diluted by the mobile phase (Fig.
2). This process reduces the separation induced by the
differing migration rates of the components and also hampers detection.
Lack of lateral equilibrium is the main source of broadening of the zone occupied by a component as it elutes down
the column. The most important mechanism by which lateral mass transfer occurs is diffusion of the sample components within the flowing mobile phase and the particles
of the stationary bed. This diffusion process would reach
equilibrium after an infinitely long time. However, the residence time of a volume element of mobile phase at any
location in the column is limited, so only a certain degree
of equilibrium can be reached. For this reason, at the front
of the zone, the concentration of a sample component in
the mobile phase is slightly higher than the equilibrium
value, while at the back of the zone the concentration in
the stationary phase is slightly higher (Fig. 2). As a result,
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Ffg. 1. A liquid chromatograph
separalesa sampleliquid into its
components.The separator,or
column,is a tube filled with partic/esol a porcusmaterial.
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the front moves faster than the averagevelocity of the component's zone and the back moves slower, mfing the zone
broaden as it moves down the column.
The smaller the distance over which the diffusion has
to take place, the shorter the time needed to reach a certain
degree of equilibrium and the faster a separation can be
obtained. The characteristic distance for this processis the
particle diameter.
Halving the particle diameter allows doubling of the
mobile phase velocity. These smaller particles give the
same separation power in half the column length, so
analysis time is quartered if particle size is halved. Fig. 3
shows a 91o/oreduction in analysis time when particle size
is reduced by 7olo. However, smaller particles show a
greater resistance to flow, so higher pressure is needed to
pump the mobile phase through the column.
Today's columns are packed with porous silica particles
of 10, 5, or 3 ;rm diameter. The particles are porous, that
is,6O-7O/oof their volume is empty. Typical particles have

Flg.2. The zone occupied by a
sample component broadens as
rt e/utes down the column. This is
called dispersion. At the leading
edge ofthe zone,the component's
concentrctionin the mobile phase
(solvent) fends to be higher than
its equilibrium value (the value
after an infinitelylong time), and
at the trailing edge the concentration in the stationary phase (partic/es) lends to be higher than the
equilibrium value. Thus the leading edge travels f asterthan the average, the trailing edge travels
slower, and the zone broadens.
(Of course, the concentration is
highestin the middle of the zonemuch higher than the equilibrium
value.)

pore diameters of 6 to 30 nm and internal areas of 150 to
400 m2lgram. The silica is chemically modified at its surface, so that surface polarity can range from ionic to apolar
to accommodatecompounds of widely differing polarities.
Major emphasis is on the silicas that are apolar after modification (reversedphase). These are suitable for analyzing
polar substances.
The amount of mobile phase needed for an analysis is
directly proportional to the volume of the column. Reduction of column volume is of importance becauseit reduces
the volume needed for an analysis (solvents suited for liquid chromatogaphy are expensive). Also, if only a limited
amount of sample is available, the dilution of the sample
in a low-volume column will be less, thereby improving
detectability.
As mentioned above, one way that column volume has
been reduced is by using smaller particles and shortening
the column. Another way to reduce column volume is by
reducing the diameter of the column. Whereas in the past
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FIg. 3. Ihese chromatograms
showtheinfluenceof particlesize
on analysistime, solvent consumption,and detectability.1 tl
of a mixtureof phenolswas injected onto both columns,which
had the same separationpower
(N=7000 plates). Column A:
60x4.6mm,3-NnODSHypersil
particles,flow rate2 mllmin,total
volumeof mobile phaseneeded
for an analysis= 3.0 ml. Column
B: 200x4.6 mm, 10-p,mODS
Hype rsilparticles,flowrate0.7mlI
min, totalvolumeof mobilephase
neededforan analysis: 10.5ml.
ln both cases lhe mobile phase
was 50"/"waterand 50o/oacetonitrile, and the temperaturewas
40"c.

column diameter was 4.6 mm, it is now possible to use
2.1-mm columns, thereby reducing solvent consumption
by a factor of five (seeFig. 4).
lnstrumental Demands
The use of small-bore columns packed with small particles means that the analytes eluting from the column are
less dispersedin time and volume. To maintain the separation obtained by the column, the dispersion in the noncolumn part of the system must be negligible compared to
the dispersion in the column. This has a large impact on
the design of the liquid chromatographic system-it has to
be minimally dispersive.
The injection volume, the transportation of the analytes
to the column and the detector,the time in the detector,
and the time constants of the electronics (analog as well
as digital) all dispersethe chromatographiczones in volume and time. These dispersion processescan be limited
by reducing the volume and optimizing the geometry of
the noncolumn parts of the system, and at the same time
optimizing the electronictime constants.The detectorvolume cannot be reduced indefinitely becausea photometer
needs a certain optical path length and reduction of the
cross section of the cell reduces the amount of light through
the cell. Lower light throughput means higher noise, limiting the dynamic range of the detector. By a proper design
of the cell, however, detector dynamics can be preserved
even with a low cell volume, maintaining important featu.ressuch as multiwavelength detection. Dispersion in the
connecting capillaries can be reduced by decreasing the
internal diameter. However, this has to be traded off against
the resulting higher pressure drop and a higher probability
of clogging.
The flow ratesrequired for the new low-dispersion columns are smaller than those used before, while the pressure
at which this flow has to be delivered is greater.However,
it is important not to lose the potential for gradient analysis
and the use of conventional columns in the same svstem.
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The result is that a dynamic range of 1 pllmin to 5000
pllmin is required of the solvent delivery system. The injection volume is dependent on the column and the method
used. To maintain flexibility in this respect,injection volumes between 0,1 and 25Opl must be possible.
Often large quantities of samples have to be analyzed
and automation of all steps of the analysis is a prerequisite.
This can be done by using an autosampler and adequate
communication between all subsystems.
Retardation of the solutes in the column is largely influenced by the temperature in the column. To assurereproducibility of both quantitative and qualitative data, the
column has to be thermostatically controlled.
If all of these demands are fulfilled, we can say we have
a systemsuited for low-dispersionliquid chromatography,
a term coined by IIP. Low-dispersion liquid chromatography means that chromatography is carried out more
economically with respectto sample, solvent, and time.
New Low-Dispersion LC System
The new HP 1090Liquid Chromatograph(Fig.5),a family
of integrated LC modules, represents a new concept in LC
instrumentation. This low-dispersion LC system makes
contributions in four areas of importance to the chemist:
r A growing family of integrated modules that combine
the automation and communication capabilities of an
integrated system with the operational flexibility and
upgradability of stand-alone components
r A solvent delivery system with a dynamic range of
5000:1that providesequally high precisionwhen exploring new LC techniques or when using conventional
methods
r Optimum chromatographic performance with standard
columns, high-speedcolumns, and microbore columns,
owing to minimized extracolumn peak broadening
r Microprocessors in each module, permitting intelligent
communication with the system and providing fully sy.tchronized automation.

Fig. 4. These chromatograms
show the influence of column diameter on solvent consumption
and detectabiliA. 1 / of a mixture
of benzene derivatives was injected onto both columns, which
had the same separation power
(N:7000
plates). Column A:
100x4.6 mm,S-pm ODSHypersil
patticles, flow rate 2.35 mllmin,
total volume of mobile phase
needed for an analysis= 4.7 ml.
Column B: 100x2.1 mm, 5-p.tn
ODS Hypersil particles, flow rate
: 0.5 mllmin, total volume of
mobile phase needed for an
analysis = 1.0 ml. /n both cases
the mobile phase was 50o/owater
and 50/" acetonitrile,and thetem-

2.Ofr peraturewas60"C.
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Fig.5. Ihe new HP Model 1090
Liquid Chromatographis a family
of integrated LC modules designed for low-dispersiontC. /t ls
compatible with standard columns and methods or with the
newer microbore and high-speed
columns.

Chromatographic Aims
HP chemists believe that the need to improve laboratory
productivity is leading to the adoption of two new column
standards,using microbore and high-speedcolumns.
Comparedto standard10-cmcolumns packedwith 5-pm
particles, the new 6-cmx4.6-mm high-speed columns
packed with 3-pm particles complete the analysis three
times faster and improve detectability. The new 2.1-mm
microbore columns reduce solvent consumption by B0%
and increase column detectability five times. Both new
columns maintain equivalent resolution.
With the HP 1090, the analyst can use the high-speed
and microbore columns without sacrificing availableresolution. All the individual parts of the HP 1090are designed
with minimum volume and optimum geometry to reduce
external contributions to peak volume.
The new solvent delivery system generatesgradients at
high flow rates (for high-speedcolumns) or low flow rates
(for microbore columns) with equal precision.
lntegrated Modules for Maximum Operational Flexibility
Containedwithin the HP 1090mainframearecomponent
modules designedto perform as one integratedsystem.The
chemist configures the HP 1090 for a particular type
of application. Each module can be easily removed and
exchanged.
Available are the following modules:
r DRs solvent delivery system module. A dual-syringe
metering pump in each solvent channel delivers any
flow rate from 1 pllmin to 5 ml/min by true volumetric
displacement.This permits 1-99%gradientswith better
than 1% precision, even at 100 g.l/min. Delay volume is
below 0.5 ml. Performanceat this level is essential if
both high-speedand microborecolumns areto be accommodated. Low-pressure metering and a high-pressure
diaphragm pump ensure that solvent delivery is completely independent of solvent compressibility.Conversion from isocratic to binary or ternary (two or three
different solvents) is a simple matter of adding one or
two metering pumps and their circuit boards.
I Sampling modules. These can be completely automatic
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or manual. The autoinjector uses one of two high-resolution syringes to deliver proglammable injection volumes
from only 0.1 pl up to 250 pl. For maximum throughput,
the autoinjector can be combined with an autosampler.
Ten interchangeable magazines simplify sample preparation, storage,and installation. The autosampler is fully
programmable,giving fast, random accessto 100 samples. The sampling time is compatible with high-speed
LC.
Detection modules. A choice of UVA/is detection modules offers either fast, economical wavelength switching
or instant spectral scanning. The filterphotometric detector has a filter wheel holding seven filters and is able to
give programmable wavelength changesin less than two
seconds,without baseline offset. All wavelengths are
observed simultaneously by the diode array detector, allowing eight wavelength signals, each of any bandwidth,
to be monitored in each analysis. The instantaneous acquisition of spectra, automatically or on demand, gives
comprehensive information on component identity and
purity.
Column compartment.The HP 1090'scolumn compartment ensures temperature homogeneity within the column by meansof an airbath thermostat and by preheating
solvent in a2-p,l capillary. The heat exchangermaintains
a temperatureprecisionof r-0.5'C.
A wide variety of data-handling and communication options are accommodated through analog output, HP-IB
(IEEE4BB),or serial interfaces.The systemmasteris the
HP-85 PersonalComputer. As new communication standards becomeestablished,they can be incorporatedinto
the existing architecture.
The benefitsresultingfrom thesefeaturesare:
The ability to explore new LC techniqueswithout losing
the flexibility to run routine methods
Increasedthroughput, by combining high-speedcolumns,
fast sampling,and intelligent automation
Increased detectability and an 80% reduction in solvent
consumption through the use of microbore columns
Fully synchronizedoperationand complete documentation

(conrrnued
on page B)

Identification and Quantitation of
PTH Amino Acids
by Bernd Glatzand RainerSchuster
In biochemical
researchthe determination
of primarystructuresof proteinsor polypeptides
has beenof greatinterestfor
about25 years.Theknowledge
of the structureof thesemacgivesa betterunderstanding
romolecules
of theirfunctionin
plants,animals,and humanbeingsand makesit possibleto
synthesize
compounds
of interest.
Proteins
andpeptides
consistof a largenumberofaminoacids
whichare coupledby peptidebondings.lf the kindsof amino
acidsandtheirsequencecan be determined,
thenthe primary
structureis known.Witha so-calledEdmandegradation,
the
peptidebondingofthefinalaminoacidcanbebroken,
converting
(PTH)derivative.
thisaminoacidto its phenylthiohydantoin
This
PTHaminoacidcanthenbe identified
andquantitated
by chromatography.
In thiswaythe kindsof aminoacidsand theirsequencecan be determined.
Thestructures
of wellknownproteins
likeinsulin,
ribonuclease,
and hemoglobin
wereelaborated
withthe Edmandegradation
25 yearsago.At thistime,however,
gramamounts
of a protein
wereneededandthe procedure
wasverytime-consuming.
Todaythe structures
of brainpeptidehormones,
membrane
proteins,
polypeptides
involvedin celldevelopmenl,
or proteins
responsible
for diseases
areof greatinterest.
Sincethesecompoundsare onlyavailablein milligram
amounts,
the sensitivity
of the proteinsequenceanalysishashadto be increased.
The
Edmandegradation
is nowfullyautomated
andtheyieldis significantly
improved.
Theidentification
andquantitation
otthePTH
performed
aminoacidsis commonly
by high-performance
liquid
(HPLC).
chromatography
Todaythelimiting
factoristhesensitivityof the HPLCsystem.To maximize
thesensitivity
of the HPLC
system,thesampledilutionshouldbe as smallas possible,
and
the detection
deviceshouldbe as sensitive
as possible.
The HP 1090makesthreemajorcontributions
in termsof increasedsensitivity:
I lt can handlemicroborecolumns.Comparedto a standard
4.6-mminside-diameter
column.a 2.1-mmmicrobore
column

exhibitsfive times lower dilutionof a sample.Therefore,five
times better detectabilitycan be achieved.
r lt offerssensitivedetectionmodules.The filterphotometric
and
photodiodearray detectorsachievenoise levelsof 10-4 A.U.
(absorbanceunits)under optimizedconditions,representing
two of the most sensitiveUV detectorsavailable.
I lt offersoptimummodulecompatibility.lt is importantto maintain the low noiseof the detector,especiallyfor traceanalyses.
Temperaturefluctuations,pulsationsand nonoptimalmixing
characteristics
of the solventdeliverysystem,electricalincompatibilitiesbetweenmodules,and otherfactorscan deteriorate
the detector'sperformance.
To make it possible to operate microbore columns with
adequate performance,the HP 1090 also provides:
r A solventdeliverysystemthat can deliverlow flow rates(100300 plimin) with high precision and full gradient capability
from 1 to 99%
r Small extracolumnvolumesto maintainthe resolutionof the
corumn
I Smalland reproducibleinjectionvolumes(1 to 5 pl).
Thesecapabilitiesof the HP 1090 make it feasibleto improve
the sensitivityof existingmethods by an order of magnitude.
The first step in the methoddevelopmentconsistsof the separationof standard PTH amino acids. Becausethere are 25 different PTH amino acids, and many of them show similar
chromatographicbehavior,the separationitselfis a major challenge.
Fig. 1 shows a chromatogramwith all 25 PTH amino acids,
separatedon a 100x 2.1-mmreversed-phased
column.Thisseparation involvesa complex ternary gradient of A:0.01 molar
sodiumacetate(pH :5.8), B: methanol,and C: acetonitrile.To
obtain reproducible results,the solvent delivery system must
preciselydeliverflowratesof 1.5to 30 pllminfromone channet.
From Fig. 2 the sensitivityof the method can be determined.
Even as small a sample as 11.9 picomolesof each PTH amino
5
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z
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Time (min)

Fig. 1. An HP 1090 chromatogram showing all 25 PTH amino
acidssepantedon a 100x2.1-mm
reversed-phasecolumn.
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Fig. 2. An HP 1090 chromatogram showing the small baseline
drift and a detection limit for PTH
amino acids in the lower picomole
range. 11,9 picomoles of each
PTH amino acid was injected.

(min)

acid gives peaks well above the noise level. Because of the
excellentoptical propertiesof the diode array detector,there is
a relativelysmall baselinedrift even in gradientoperation.The

I An integrated system that can be adapted as technology
advances and as the needs of the analyst change.

detectionlimit ol the PTH amino acids is in the lower picomole
range. This representsan improvementover existingmethods
and a majorstepforuard in thefieldot PTHaminoacid analysis.
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Designof the HP 1090ControlSystem
by HerbertWiederoder,RolandMartin,and JuergenZiegler
TARTING FROM SCRATCHwith a new liquid chromatograph concept is a challenge for each engineer
in the lab. On one hand, there are complex mechanical components like the solvent delivery system, the column compartment, the injector system, the autosampler,
and the detector. On the other hand, an intelligent control
system is necessaryto coordinatethese various modules.
To get a cost-effective, easily upgradable, and flexible system, some key objectiveswere decided upon:
r Distribute the functionc of the system into hardware control, data acquisition, data processing,and a user interface.
I Use a hierarchical structure that is easily understandable.
r Use the HP-IB flEEE 488) as the communication link to
a standard low-cost IIP personal computer, the HP-85.
r Use the personal computer as the user interface, as the
coordinator for multiple analysis processes,and for data
evaluation.
8 newrrrr-pecxnno
JoURNAL
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System Overview
Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of the HP 1090 LC
System.It is a typical hierarchical structure with the HP-85
as the head. The HP-85 servestwo purposes:the human
interface and the management of automatic multiple
analyses with variable parameters. The actual analysis is
done by two HP-IB devices, the liquid chromatograph (LC)
and the diode array detector (DAD). Each HP-IB device has
its own clock. Becausethe injector determines the beginning of the analysis, a synchronization mechanism has been
establishedbetween the LC and the DAD and other devices.
Accurate analysis requires synchronization within less
than 70 ms. This is done by frequently setting the LC and
DAD clocks and sending the injection time to the DAD
once the injector completes the injection.
A lower-cost filterphotometric UV detector (FPD)is interchangeablewith the DAD. This detector, the LC, the DAD,
the other modules within the mainframe, and the HP-85
software are described in other articles in this issue.

Fig. 1. Ihe architectureof the HP
1090 LC System is hierarchical
with the HP-85PersonalComouter
at the head. The HP-85 manages
multiple analyses and serves as
the human interface.

System Communication
The distribution of the HP 1090 Systeminto modules is
done on three levels (Fig. Z). Level 1.can be seen by the
user. It is representedby the physical devices, like the
HP-85 or the plotter, and is connectedvia the HP-IB. The
LC mainframe itself is distributed into two addressable
HP-IB devices.the LC controller and the DAD controller.
Level 2 is createdby the hardware design of the LC devices, which is basedon severalsingle-processorcomputers located on different boards inside the mainframe and
connectedby special hardware.
Level 3 is implemented by softwarewithin a single-processorcomputer. The applications software is based on a
multitasking operatingsystem.It is designedasa collection
of tasks,eachperforming a particular function and interacting through a communicationsmechanism.
The different components at any distribution level
within the system are relatively independent. Each level
can be characterizedby the usable resourcesfor coupling
the components.For level 1 it is the messagecommunication over the HPJB by cablesand standard hardware interfaces.Transmissioncontrol is restrictedto some standardized methods. The level 2 environment consists of
hardware designedspecificallyfor liquid chromatography.
It usesan interprocessorlink implementedby sharedmemory or I/O ports and interrupt lines. The coupling of components at level 3 is done by the operatingsystem,which
provides an intertask communicationsmechanism.
Communicationis not only requiredbetweenthe components of a certain level, but also from one level to another.
The 1090usesan intertaskand interprocessorcommunications mechanism that resemblesa me.ssagesystem. The
messageis packed into a memory buffer called mail and
sent to a specifiedmailbox. A task waits for mail at a mailbox, receivesit, and processesthe messagedata.Mail routes
can be establishedby a sequentiallist of receiversstored
in the mail itself.
A messagefrom an outside HP-IB device has to be transformed into mail and sent to its receivers.The operating
system createsa quasiparallel,multibyte communication
with multiple data paths.The HP-IB supportsonly a single
byte-serialdata path without parallelism. The solution for
this conflict is time multiplexing of messages
from different
data paths. A part of the operating system called the HP-IB
transformer provides a mechanism that allows the HP-IB

controller to arbitratebetween concurrentcommunication
requests according to any priority strategy.
The HP-IB transformer amounts to a set of connectors
for data paths, called communication units (CUs).Fig. 3
shows a block diagram of this design, To the application
software,a CU looks like a mailbox. To the HP-IBcontroller.
a CU looks like a subdevice,which is selectedby a secondary command as defined in the HP-IB standard.
The LC Controller
The separation part of a liquid chromatograph consists
of the solvent delivery system(SDS),the column compartment with heated oven (COCO),and the injector system
and autosampler(ISASJ.Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the
1090 LC showing how these modules and the UV filterphotometricdetector(FPD)areconnectedto the LC controller.
The master controller is a Z8OA-basedmicrocomputer
with 4BK bytes of program memory on the board, 4K bytes
of program memory on the HP-IB interface, and BK bytes
of data memory. The rest of the 6+K linear ZB0A address
spaceis usedfor memory-mappedI/O to the externalblocks
via the internal/externalbus. Six interrupt sourcesare con-

Device

t
I

Level 2

Fig. 2. Communicationin the HP 1090 LC Systemtakesplace
on three levels.
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State linkages between interface tunctions
Local messages between device functions and interface tunctions
Fig.3. A patt of the 1090 operating system called the HP-IB
transformer allows the HP-IB controller to arbitrcte betuveen

/equesfs.It amountsto a setof
concurrentcommunication
units(CUs).
datapathscalledcommunication
connectorsfor
nected to priority logic (no nested interrupts). Four channels of a ZBOACTC (counter timer circuit) chip are used
as a time base and for the analog-to-digital converter. This
A-to-D converter (Fig. 5) is an integrating voltage-to-frequency converter. The hequency is measured with two
channels of the CTC. The frequency range is switchable to
provide either 8-bit resolution or 10-bit resolution. Because
the CTC has only B-bit counters, overflow interrupts are
counted by the software for to-bit resolution. Using the
CTC for analog-to-digital conversion makes it easy to synchronize the measurementswith the high-pressure pump
and to interface the pump to the ZB0A.
The column compartment contains an oven, which can
be heated up to 100oCand has a temperature stability of
+0.5'c.
The miscellaneous I/O port on the LC controller board
(Fig. a) is used for remote control and to turn off the main
power supply for automatically going to a standby mode.
The remote control lines can be used for synchronization
of external instruments (e.g., an integrator).
The purpose of the local keyboard is to turn on and off
the main power supply (operate/standbymode), the SDS,
and the FPD or DAD. It also allows local starting and stop-
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Fig.4. Blockdiagramof the HP 1090controlsystem.
ping of an analysis and displays the instrument status. The
injector and autosampler (ISAS) drivers are identical
boards. Each board serves as a power driver for two step
motors and two pneumatic actuators. The step motors are
directly controlled by the ZB0A. Five light sensorsare interfaced to the Z80A to provide status information for controlling the ISAS.
The data acquisition processor (another ZB0A) of the
FPD is directly connected to the LC controller via the external bus. Using the LC controller capability provides a costeffective solution for integrating the detector into the system. Messagesbetween the FPD and the LC controller are
sent by interrupt-driven one-way communication in which
the FPD is the slave.
External communication to the HP-85 is via the HP-IB.
This is done by the HP-IB interface board, based on an
82914 Talker/Listener with a K-byte program memory.
To achieve a dynamic range of 5000:1 in the SDS, the
metering pump servo circuit gets a new position every
t,:1.2 ms for precise continuous motion. This is done
with one 8041A single-chip microcomputer. The master
Z80A calculates the incremental step N, sends it to the
8041A, and controls the status of the SDS.The incremental
steps are calculated by the following formula:
-'dv'
N = o*t"'

8 Analog Inputs

Flg. 5. Ihis analoglo-digital converter implemented with part
of a Z80A counter timer circuit ls used to measure various
pressures and temperatures.

whereN: stepsize,
K : constanl: 2.5lp.l
dv/dt : flowrate : 0to5000g.I/min
andt' : uPdatetimeinseconds.
The 8041A calculates the new servo positions for all
three solvent channels with an integrating rounding algorithm.
LC Controller Software
The software resides in 52K bytes of read-only memory,
which includes the HP-IB transformer. The software structure is based on the multitasking operating system and the
communications mechanism mentioned earlier, Each module represents an independent process and owns a task.
Additional tasks are required for instruction decoding, the
HP-IB transformer, the time program, parameter listing,
and system coordination. Fig. 6 shows the tasks and their
main internal data paths. All the tasks receive their instructions from the instruction decoder,the system coordinator,
or the time program. The instruction decoder checks the
received instructions from the HP-IB transformer. If the
syntax is correct the instruction is converted to an internal
format for the various tasks. The instruction reply and the
execution are done by the individual task.
The system is interrupt-driven and requires an operating
system overhead of less than 1.b ms to achieve a time
resolution in the ZB0A of 5 ms.
The ZS0A software sends a periodic message to the
8041A slave processor, which sends a trigger signal to a
watchdog circuit. This circuit generates a "system OK"
messageto the various modules. This is forfaultmonitoring
of the software to keep the hardware modules in a safe
status.
The software provides all of the LC functions for the
complex mechanical system within the mainframe. Time-

critical functions are implemented relatively close to the
hardware. The HP-85 would have been overloaded if it had
to execute such functions. A single analysis is managedby
the local controller with the HP-85 acting more asa terminal
for entering and modifing parameters and for evaluating
preprocessed data from the DAD. However, the sequence
of a multiple analysis is managed by the I{P-85.
Diode Array Detector Gontroller
The controller built into the diode array detector is one
of the major subsystemsin the 1090 multiprocessor control
system. It consists of two processors,the data acquisition
processor(DAP) and the communication processor(COMJ.
A significant part of the software of the HP-85 is related
to the diode array detector.Fig. T shows the hardware block
diagram.
The purposes of the DAD controller are to:
r Control, calibrate, and test the detector hardware
I Acquire light measurementsfrom the flow cell via the
photodiode array, the readout electronics, and the
analog-to-digital converter at a rate of.22$OO readings
per second
r Preprocessthe light measurementsinto absorbancedata
I Reduce the huge amount of measurementsto a reasonable amount of information
r Format and buffer this information so that it can be used
efficiently by the HP-85.
Fig. B shows the main streams of information through
the two processors.For simplicity, all control and status
data paths have been omitted from this picture.
The data acquisition processor (DAP) takes care of all

Flg. 6. Ihe HP 1090 software structurels based on a muttitasking operating systern. Each module owns a task, and
there are ofher fasks for various functions. Shown here are
fhe lasks and the main data paths.
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high-speed interactions with the hardware. It reads the
array and the analog-to-digital converter every44 microseconds. To servethe hardware properly, the DAP must react
to external eventswithin less than six microseconds.The
rest of its time is spentin processing.It convertsthe primary
data into absorbancedata and generatesthree types of information:
r Spectra:absorbanceas function of wavelength at a certain time. By averagingup to 255 measurementcycles
of the array, the "exposure time" for the spectracan be
matched to the speed of the separation,i.e., the width
of the peakseluting from the column.
I Signals:absorbanceasa function of time at eight different
wavelengths with variable bandwidth and response
time.
I Analog outputs: two signals are converted to a voltage
proportional to absorbance.Recordersor integratorscan
be connectedto these outputs to obtain quantitative results.
The outputs from the DAP are transmitted to the COM
via a sharedRAM [a memory accessiblefrom both processors)and an interrupt mechanismto alert the receiverwhen
an interprocessormessagecomesin. The format of the interprocessormessagesin the shared RAM is identical to
the format for intertask communication (mail) within the
processor.This minimizes the overheadinvolved in passing a piece of information from the DAP to any task within
the COM. This is necessarybecausethe COM needsto react
to an incoming spectrumor signalmessagewithin lessthan
five milliseconds.
The communication processor(COM) does further data
reduction and formatting operationson signalsand spectra
to preparethem for their final use. Two classesof outputs
are generated:
I Monitor data: signalsand spectraat regular intervals for
immediate display on the HP-85's CRT screen.This alIows the user to see what is going on in the flow cell.
The major concernfor this data path is that the information be up to date.
r Raw data file: the user can specify which subsetof all
acquired signals and spectra are to be memorized in a
raw datafile togetherwith all relevantacquisitionparameters. A peak detection algorithm can be used to
memorize only the most interestingspectrawhen a com-
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pound is eluting from the column. This reduces the
amount of data to be stored without losing important
information.
The raw data file is a compact,well organizedimage of
all relevant measurementsduring an analytical separation.
It is used by postrun evaluation programs to draw graphic
output. It can be stored for later comparison with results
from other analyses.
Other tasks in the COM take care of transforming inter-

ReactionTime: 6 rrs

.DataAcquieition
PiocessorDAP

Time:5ms

Communication
ProcessorGOill

ReactionTime: 20s

Fig.8, Data flow in the diode array detector controller.

To HP-85

hardware. These tasks and the various data paths between
them are shown in Fig. 9.
The COM communicates upward to the FIp-8S via the
HP-IB. The transformation of intertask communications
into IIP-IB data messagesis quite simple. The bytes contained in the memory buffer for intertask mail are put one
after another onto the HP-IB after the associated CU has
been addressed.The tIP-85's VO ROM performs the inverse
function. Thus, after a transmission is completed, a copy
of the mail sent by a task in the COM is available in the
HP-85. The COM provides buffering for raw data and
monitor data to allow long reaction times for the llp-g5.
Therefore, the HP-85 can serve the diode aray detector
concurrently with other HP-IB devices [1090 LC mainframe, plotter, discJ by multiplexing the HP-IB.

To DAP

Ffg. 9. Iasks and intertaskcommunicationin the COM
processor.
task communications (mail) into interdevice HB-IB data
messages,decoding and execution of instructions from the
HP-85, calibration, fault monitoring, and control of slower
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A NewSolventDeliverySystem
by WolfgangGeigerand HeinrichV6llmer
I N A LIQLIID CHROMATOGRAPH, the quality of the
I solvent delivery system determines the quality of the
I analytical results. If reproducible results are required,
the solvent delivery pump must provide a flow stability
better than 7"/" for all flow rates, gradients, solvents, and
column backpressures.
Today's LC flow range is 1 to 4 ml/min. Tomonow will
seeat least a tenJold increasein that dynamic range,mostly
on the low end.
The 798354 Solvent Delivery System for the Hp 1090
Liquid Chromatograph is based on the concept of physically separating the function of flow metering from that of
+

Low-PressureSide-l<-

Storage,
Helium
Purging, and
Filtration ot
Solvents

Continuous
Metedng
of Precise
Flow at Low
Pressure

Mixing and
Intermediate
Storage of
Solvents

I

pressuregeneration. It delivers any flow rate from 1 p,Vmin
to 5000 pllmin with better than 1% precision at 100 pllmin
or more. It can run to/oto ggVogradients and meter up to
three solvents. It is designed for minimum pump response
time and total delay volume.
Design Requlrements
The main goals for the design of the solvent delivery
system (SDS)were:
r Maximum performance at moderate cost
r Extremely wide flow and composition ranges to satisfy
any customer

High-pressureSide+

Delivery of
Solvents Against
High Pressure
with 10-Hz
Stroke Frequency

Dampingotl0Hz Ripple and
High-Pressure
Measurement

Ffg. 1. Block diagram of the
79835ASolventDeliverySysfem
(SDS.),
a moduleof the HP 1090
LC System.
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r Modular design for serviceability
r Extensive testing and conservative design to ensurereliability
r Performancematched to state-of-the-artcolumn technology, but not precluding the use of popular existing columns.
The last goal was of major importance. State-of-the-art
columns have inside diametersof 1.0 and 2.1 mm. The I.D.
of existing columns may be as large as 4.6 mm. Flow rates
range from 25 to 25Opr,l/minfor 1.0-mm columns, from 100
to 1000 pr,l/minfor 2.1-mm columns, and from 500 to 5000
pllmin for 4.6-mm columns. A high-performance system
also has to offer gradient capabilities for all of these column
types. This means solvent composition in the range of 1%
to 99%. For the 798354 SDS,a flow rate rangeof 1 pllmin
to 5000 pllmin was established. This wide range of flow
rates has to be delivered precisely, with negligible influence from pressure and solvent properties.
Of various solvent properties, compressibility, viscosity,
pH factors, and gas solubility are of particular interest in
SDS design. Compressibility may cause reduced flow at
higher pressures, an effect known as rolloff. Chromatographic solvents have different compressibilities which
vary with temperature. In some cases,mixture effectsmake
compressibility unpredictable.
Viscosity, along with I.D. and flow rate, determinesthe
pressure drop in the system tubing. On the high-pressure
side, there can be different pressuresfor different solvents
or solvent compositions, even when the flow rate is the
same. On the low-pressure side, higher-viscosity solvents
need pressuresfarther below ambient to be sucked into the
system.
Chromatographic solvents may have pH factors in the
range of 2.3 to 9.5. This means that the number of materials
available for use in the solvent path is drastically limited.
Only a few plastics, gold, stainless steel, ceramic, ruby,
and sapphire meet the requirements' Wear is also a maior
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High-Pressure
Booster Pump

Fig. 2. Dual-syringe metering
pumps deliver precise flow rates
from 1 to 5000 microlitersPerminute. Metering ls done at low Pressureto avoid errors causedbY solvent effects. A high-Pressure
boosterpump delivers the solvent
to the column.

consideration, since the system should not introduce particles into the solvent stream.
Gas solubility varies for different liquids and depends
on temperature and pressure. If the pressure in the lowpressure side drops significantly below ambient when
sucking in solvent, a gas bubble may be introduced into
the pump system. This is unacceptable, since it can affect
the performance drastically or cause an error condition'
SDS Deslgn ConcePt
There is no device or method available to measure flow
over a dynamic range of 1 to 5000 pllmin at an acceptable
price. This problem is further expanded by the solvent
properties already discussed, so that it would require a
complex nonlinear system to control flow in this range'
even if it could be measured. The approach taken in the
79835A SDS is to meter the solvent instead of measuring
flow rate. The design components are shown in Fig. 1'
Metering is done at low pressure' where solvent effects
are negligible, by a specially designed dual-syringe pump'
A servo loop system accurately controls the motion of the
metering pump's pistons by measuring the motion of the
pump-motor shaft. During volume displacement the two
iyringes are used alternately, so that intake and delivery
of solvent are synchronous'
This design requires a switching valve to connect the
s5ningesalternately with the solvent reservoir and then to
solvent delivery (seeFig. 2). A complex SDScontrol system
was designed to coordinate the servo-driven metering
pump with a four-port motor-driven rotary valve.
After metering, the solvent pressure has to be amplified
to the pressure on the column by a high-pressure booster
pump. This second pump is a diaphragm pump operating
at a stroke frequency of 10 Hz. However, this allows only
a period of approximately 40 ms to fill the cavity under
the membrane.
Coupling the metering pump to the high-pressure pump

directly would cause excessivepressure spikes during the
strokes of the high-pressure pump, leading to damage of
the metering-pump seals and the rotary valve. There are
two solutions to this problem. One would be to start and
stop the metering pump. This would result in noisy operation and considerable stress on the metering pump's
motor, gears,and bearings. The other solution is to add a
low-pressure compliance, which temporarily stores solvent, allowing continuous metering pump operation and
improving mixing performance.
To reduce the flow ripple produced by the high-pressure
pump, there is a damping unit between the solvent outlet
of this pump and the column. In essence,it is a reservoir
filled with a compressible liquid which is separatedfrom
the solvent by a membrane.
The solvents are stored in three reservoirs holding one
liter each. To prevent penetration of the LC system by dirt
particles, a filter with a 10 g.m pore size is installed. The
reservoirs are purged with constant helium flow to prevent
saturation of the solvent with air.

Oil Reservoir

Check Valve

Meterlng Pump and Rotary Valve
Fig. 3 shows the metering pump and rotary valve assembly. The main requirements for this pump are a precise
flow rate and, to avoid solvent problems, a low linear veCeramic Disc

Sapphire Rotor

Cavity
Membrane
l-----

solvent valves

Position Encodel

pump hasno suction,butdelivers
Flg.4. Thehigh-pressure
any solventinput to the column againstbackpressures
as
high as 40 MPa.

GFP

Sapphire Piston

Valve Step Motor

Sapphire Guide
Shaft Encoder
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locity when sucking in solvent. The design uses high-precision sapphire pistons and a high-performance drive system to do volume displacement. Two syringes are used
alternately to prevent problems caused by fast solvent intake.
The metering pump system is driven by a step motor
electrically controlled by a motor drive board. Motor movement is sensedby a shaft encoder with a resolution of O.ZS
degree mounted on top of the motor. To achieve the reOverride

Valve

y'fop

Screw
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F)9.3. Meteringpumpandrctaryvalveassembty.
High-precisionsapphirepistonsanda high-pertormance
drivesystem
provideaccurctevolumedisplacement.
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ouilet

Flg. 5. Override and solvent valves of the high-pressure
pump.
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quired flow resolution-for example, 6.7 nl-a gearis used
to transmit motor movement to the piston. A ball-screw
spindle translates the circular movement of the gear into
linear movement of the piston; it is spring-loaded to eliminate backlash. The decision to use a ball-screw spindle
was basedon its low friction, precisepitch, and high reliability. The sapphirepiston of the pump is assembledunder
ballloaded conditions and the movement is guided by a
sapphire ring. The seal problem is solved by a solvent-resistant GFP gasket.The displacement volume of the metering pump is approximately 100 g.l per syringe.
A four-port rotary valve driven by a variable-reluctance
motor connects the syringes alternately with the solvent
reservoir for solvent delivery. When the piston on the forward stroke reachesthe end of a cylinder, the control system waits for the pressurestroke of the high-pressurepump.
Then it stops the servg drive and turns the rotary switching
valve through 90 degrees,reversing the connections of the
pistons. The servo drive is restarted,running in the opposite direction.
The rotary valve avoids the common problem of
checkvalves, which need a certain amount of backllow to
close.The amount of backflow neededdependson the flow
rate, on solvent properties, and on the valve geometry, and
is generally unpredictable. The main design challenge was
to find a combination of materials for the valve rotor and
Strain Gauge Mounted on
PreslressedSpring

Flg.7. ln the dampingunit,flow rippleis reducedand the
high pressureis measuredwith a strcin gauge bridge
mountedon a cylindricaltube.
stator that have low friction, low wear, good sealing performance, and high reliability. A sapphire rotor and a ceramic
disc stator were selected and extensively tested to match
the requirements.
The connection between the metering pump and the rotary valve is a pair of stainless-steelcapillaries.The final
positions of the rotary valve are controlled by light-actuated
switches.

Fig. 6. Ihe low-pressure compliance (LPC) connects the
metering pump to the high-pressurcpump. The contributions
of the three solvent channels are combined in the mixing
chamber (photo). The deflection of the diaphragm of the LPC
is measured by a strain gauge system mounted on a
prestressed spflng.
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High-Pressure Pump
The high-pressurebooster pump (Fig. a) produces the
flow through the column. This pump is unable to suck in
solvent, but delivers any solvent input to the LC system
against backpressuresas high as 40 MPa. The design is
based on the highly reliable diaphragm pump used in the
HP 1080 LC, which is free of seal and wear problems over
this entire pressurerange.The pump is driven by an asynchronous motor operating from the ac line. The motor is
inexpensive and its high moment of inertia makes it an
excellent choice for a fixed-frequencypump drive.

For the 1090 LC, the 1080 pump design had to be modified not to suck in solvent. An oil valve added to the oil
circuit makes it possible to refill the oil side while the
plunger travels back. The metering pumps generateenough
pressure to fill the chamber of the booster pump by deflecting the diaphragm. When the booster pump completes its
high-pressure delivery stroke, the diaphragm is pressed
against the flat surfaceof the pumphead, which means that
under high pressure the stress on the diaphragm is low
becauseit is undeflected. This should further enhance the
pump's reliability.
When the piston starts to travel backwards, the solvent
contained between the inlet and outlet valves expands and
the pressure drops. When this pressure has arrived at a
value about one bar below the pressurein the compliance
chamber, the inlet valve opens and solvent flows into the
pump body cavity, forcing the membrane to bend towards
the oil section.As soonasthe piston reversesits movement
the inlet valve closes, and oil pressure is built up until the
system pressure is reached. The outlet valve then opens
and all the solvent between the membrane and the pumphead is delivered to the system. While the piston keeps
traveling until it reachesits lower position, further pressure
is built up in the oil above the membrane which is finally
released via the override valve to the oil reservoir. Refill
occurs as the piston travels back after reaching its lower
position. Since the piston stroke volume is substantially
larger than the maximum volume of solvent delivered to
the system per stroke, the balance is filled by oil taken
from the oil reservoir through a check valve.
In the override valve (Fig. S), a ruby ball is pressed with
a spring on the metal seat with a force representing a pressure of 440 bar. Relief pressure is adjusted by setting the
top screw. In caseof relief , oil flows around the ball through
a small bore in the housing into the main compartment of
the override valve and then out to the oil reservoir through
a capillary.
Solvent inlet and outlet valves use t}re same cartridge,
installed in different directions. The solvent ball valves
(Fig. S) are built up of two sapphire seats,two ruby balls
(one is spring loaded),and three polyimide sealsinstalled
in a tube. Spring loading of one ball in the valve cartridge
is necessaryto prevent sucking of solvent from the lowpressure compliance and mixing chamber.
Low-Pressure Gompliance
The contributions of each solvent channel to the total
flow are mixed together in the chamber of the LPC (Fig.
6). Since there is a continuous delivery from each channel,
the LPC also temporarily stores the flow volume delivered
from each channel for the time the piston of the high-pressure pump is on its pressure stroke and no flow can leave
the LPC. To prevent damage from blockages in the highpressure pump, the deflection of the diaphragm is measured by a strain gauge system mounted on a leal spring.
Flow volume filling the chamber moves a metal cylinder
which bends the spring. An electrical circuit transforms
the mechanical movement sensedby the strain gaugebridge
into an electrical signal which is sent to the system controller, which monitors both low-pressure and high-pressure
measurements. The spring is prestressed such that there
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Fig.8. Requiredmotionof the meteringpump pistons.
will only be a changein the output signal when the pressure
exceeds2 bar.
Mixing of up to three solvents takes place in a normal
working volume of only I pl. In designing the LPC, we had
to guaranteethat when the high-pressure booster pump is
being filled, the LPC diaphragm is in a fixed position so
that only the metering pump determines the flow. The LPC
diaphragm is spring-loaded so that it returns to its undeflected position when the boosterpump is filled, thereby
ensuring reproducible flow.
Damping Unit
In the damping unit (Fig. 7), flow is damped (flow ripple
reduction) and the high pressurein the systemis measured.
The damping function is provided by an aluminum housing
partly filled with water as the compressible medium and
a solid ceramic block which compensatesfor the different
coefficients of expansion of water and the aluminum housing. This allows operation from 0 to 55"C and storagefrom
40 to 70'C.
High pressure is measured with a strain gauge bridge
mounted on a cylindrical tube which is filled with water
and a solid metal bar. The electrical circuit that outputs a
voltage proportional to the pressure measured is mounted
on a bracket on the extension of the metal cylinder.
Design Requirements for the SDS Electronics
Since a metering system does not use feedback to determine rate of flow, but relies instead on displacement of
solvent, it is important to maintain precise control of the
motion of the pistons that displace the solvent. A closed
loop system is used in the part of the SDSwhere the solvent
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Fig.9. A PDlype (proportional
usedfo controlthe motionof the meteringpump pistons
is metered.
The metering pumps have a dynamic range of 1:5000
with continuous movement, as described in the previous
sections. But once per stroke their direction has to be
changed and the rotary valve has to switch (see Fig' B).
The pistons must stop for this to happen. The driving system that produces the piston movement then has to catch
up to the position where it would be if there were no such
stop time. This requires a five-fold faster movement of the
pistons----anactual dynamic range of t:25,000. However,
with the pistons moving that fast, overshoothas to be negligible to guarantee accuracy of flow. This puts great demands on a drive control svstem.
lmplementation
For measuring the position of the motor shaft, an HP
HEDS-5030Incremental Optical Encoder was chosen for
its low additional inertia, high reliability and low cost'
With 360 slits and threechannels,it usesquadraturedecoding to produce \44O pulsesper revolution (i.e.,0'25" angular resolution).
The rotary valve positions are detectedby an absolute

position encoder. Two light sensorson the rotary valve
sensorboard detectevery 45oincrementalposition (0', 45',
90') of the rotary valve, which moveswith a 15oincrement
of rotation. The motor that drives the rotary valve has to
have an extremely good torque-to-inertia ratio to ensure
fast switching. A three-phase,size 20, variable-reluctance
(VR) motor was selectedbecauseit both satisfiesthis demand and is cheapand reliable' A further advantageof VR
motorsis that they do not producesparks.This is especially
important, since some chromatographic solvents can form
explosive vapors.
The same motor is used to drive the servo-controlled
metering pump. However, this motor has only 24 zerotorque positions or stepsper revolution, but the servoloop
requires 1440 stepsper revolution. To fit in more stepson
the nonlinear torque-vs-angle curves of VR motors creates
further demands for the drive control system. A non-dc
motor also needsto be commutatedto determinewhich of
the three motor windings the current flows through and at
what time.
A PD-type controller controls the servo loop, as shown
in the simplified servo loop diagram,Fig' 9. Fig' 10 shows
the electronic block diagram of the SDS. By calculating
position versustime, the 8041A microprocessorin the LC
controller controls the velocity of the pistons and therefore
the flow rate. The electronic elementsthat createthe motor
commandsare contained in the servo control board (SCT)'
The power to drive the motors comesfrom the motor driver
board (MDR).There is one SCTboard and one MDR board
for every metering channel.
Servo Control Board
The SCT board is fully digital and can be divided into
nine functional blocks (Fig. 11):
r Quadrature decoder
r Actual position counter
I Command position register
I Velocity detector
I Position and velocity error adders
r Pulse width modulator (PWM)
r Commutator
Error
Overtlow
Feedback
Active

From
Shaft
Encoder

o
ao

o
o
o)
o
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Fig. 10. So/vent delivery sYstem
electronic block diagram.

Z80A l/O Bus

Interrupt

LC Controller

r Status control logic.
The quadrature decoder receives the two signals from
the shaft encoder and produces either an up or a down
pulse on each quadraturetransition. Since the Up and Df.t
pulses are synchronized with the clock, no further synchronization is necessary.
The UPand orupulsesare counted to determinethe absolute shaft position. A 12-bit coded result is provided by
the actual position counter. The setpoint data is loaded
into the command registerfrom the 80414.
In addition to position feedback,velocity feedback is
used in the servo controller, giving it its PD-type characteristic. The motor velocity is computed by counting the
number of encoderstatesover a fixed period of time. The
velocity feedbackgoesto the velocity error adder and also
to the commutator circuitry.
There are two sets of adders.One is used to derive the
position error, while the other adds the velocity to the
position error to produce the motor command word to the
PWM.

Fig. 11. BlockdiagramoltheSDS
servo controller board (SCT).

The PWM contains a set of counters, which are incremented or decrementeddepending on the sign of the
command signal.The counting frequencyis 1 MHz, allowing 32 error states to cover the output duty cycle range of
0 to B0% at a 25-kHz switching frequency.
Commutation is accomplished by the use of a ring
counter that has two subrings and a PROM that contains
the commutation pattern to be used. The velocity derived
from the velocity detector provides phaseadvancefor increasedperformanceand higher speeds.Phaseoverlapping
is used to improve the performanceof the metering pump
motor. This means that sometimes current flows through
two motor windings at the same time. The motor driver
board (MDR, see Fig. 12) has a current regulator which
controls the sum of the currents through all motor windings. Switching on two phasesresults in approximately
half the nominal current through each winding, which results in only half the power going into the motor. To compensatefor this, the gain of the motor driver is increased
by t/2. This is done by setting a gain bit (cB) at the com-

I
FromI

InterfaceI
(tor valve)

PHA
PHB

[.
vcL

Fromt
Servo (

SELA
SELB

SELC
controllerL
GB
PW

Fig. 12. Block diagram otthe SDS
motor driver board (MDR).
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mutator PROM when phases overlaP.
Itlotor Drlver Board
Fast responseand a linear characteristic arebasic requirements for good closed-loop performance. To meet these
requirements, a switched mode power amplifier is used
because of its good efficiency. Constant switching frequency assuresno audible noise. No analog input signals
are used, thereby improving immunity to electrical noise.
Both VR motors (metering pump and rotary valve) are connected to the MDR board.
Since only one motor has to be driven at a time, it is
possible to switch the power amplifier between the two
motors. A select signal from the LC controller determines
which set of control signals has to be used. The selected
set is connected to the input of the current controller, which
in turn controls six current regulator switches (one for each
motor winding) and three phase select switches according
to the amplilier control logic. The sum of all the currents
flowing through the phase-selectswitches is converted into
a voltage and fed to the current controller. The use of a
bridge amplifier with current feedbackallows very accurate
control of current through each motor winding and thus
very precise control of motor movement.
The output stage is a half-active switched-mode bridge
amplifier (Fig. 13). Three statesare possible' When 51 and
52 are closed, current flow increasesand tries to reach the
maximum value (I*o) exponentially. With 51 opened, current decreasesto zero from the value actually reached,also
exponentially. During these two states the current can be
measured as a voltage drop acrossthe senseresistor' With

both switches open, the current decreaseis also exponential, but the final value is the negative amount of the
maximum current. Therefore,current through the windings
goes to zero faster.
Two of the input signals to the current controller (Fig.
12) are the pulse width signal PW (magnitude and frequency) and the gain bit GB,both from the servo controller.
The product of these two signals forms the setpoint for the
current. The difference between the setpoint and the actual
current is integrated. The polarity of the integrator output
signal determines the state of the current regulator
switches. Therefore, the power switching frequency is the
same as the input Pulse frequencY.
System Monitoring
Beyond their purely functional role, the SDS electronics
also monitor pressure to prevent damageto any part of the
liquid chromatograph through which solvent flows after
solvent delivery.
High pressure, measured by a strain gaugebridge in the
damping unit, is amplified by the high-pressuretransducer.
The controller stops the flow if the pressure exceeds a
user-definable limit. This measurement is also used to detect high rates of pressure increase. Over 20 bar/second,
the rate of increase of flow rate is reduced to prevent damage to the column.
The measurement of the deflection of the diaphragm in
the low-pressure compliance is amplified by the low-pressure transducer. The low-pressure signal is used to reduce
the flow rate to overcome problems like gasbubbles introduced into the system. If the low-pressure value reaches

s1
Current
Switch
On

s1
On
itotor
Winding
(one of 3)

s2
i*
l-"r -

Phase Select
Signal

1".,

(From Commutator on
SCT Board in Servo Mode.
From 8041A in Valve Mode)

-l.tt

Current
Sense
Resistor
R"

20o/o

v""

80o/o

Duty Duty
Cycle Cycle

Fig. 13. Output stage of the motor driver is a half-active switched-mode bridge amplifier. The
swrfches 51 and 52 are controlled by the amplifier control logic in Fig 12.
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maximum, flow is reduced to zero, since there may be a
blockage in the high-pressure system.
Several light-actuated switches are used to detect the
end position of the metering pump pistons and the rotary
valve rotor. The metering pump limit and the rotary valve
sensorproduce signals.However, these can be static over
a long period of time, and a failure of any kind might be
missed by the LC controller. So all signals are derived from
a pulse response signal sent back from the light sensors.
This dynamic check, together with some redundancy in
the system, enables the electronics to detect component
failures, short or open circuits, and missing or incorrect
cables, and to put the system into a safe state when it
detects a problem.
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AutomaticLiquidchromatograph
Injection
and Sampling
by Wolfgang Kretz and Hans-GeorgHartl
OR HIGH SAMPLE TI{ROUGHPUT and reduced
operating costs, a modern liquid chromatograph
needs automatic sample handling and injection capabilities. The HP 798464 Autoinjection Module for the Hp
1090 LC System(Fig. 1) is designedto make sample injection easy, accurate, and automatic, thereby freeing the laboratory staff from routine manipulations. An optional automatic sampling device, the HP 79B4ZA,makes it possible
to load up to 100 samplesand let the systemoperateunattended-for example, overnight. Thus the Hp 1090 gives
the user a choice of sampling modes-fully automatic, manual loading with automatic injection, or entirely manual.

are the rotary valve unit, the sampling unit, the metering
device, and the flushing valve.
In the normal mode (Fig. 2a) the solvent delivery system
(SDS) delivers flow to a six-port rotary valve in which a
sampling unit takesthe place of the sample loop. Before a
sample is loaded, the valve directs the solvent through the
sampling unit and onto the column. In this mode the system
is always clean and ready for an injection.
In the loading mode (Fig. Zbl an air actuator rotates the

Auto Injector Module
Some of the features of the 29846,\ Autoinjector Module
are:
r Programmableinjection volumes (e.g.,from 7 pl to Zs
pl in 0.1-pl steps)
I Minimized contribution to external bandspreading
I Modular design
I Works with both the vial swivel arm and the autosampler
magazines
r Programmable flushing of the metering device s5ninge
after solvent change and for removing air bubbles
. 'l,ODo/o
use of the sample
I Upgradable for larger injection volumes (maximum injection volume is 250 g.l)
r Safety design, e.g., all steps of the injection cycle are
sensor-controlled.
Operation
The 79846A has four main assemblies(seeFig. 2). They

Fig. 1. Ihe 79846A Autoinjector, a module of the HP 1090
LC System,automatically injects the sample into the system.
lnjectionvolumesand flushing operationsare programmable.
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valve and the flow is bypassed directly onto the column.
Air pressure lifts the needle and the vial is moved into
position beneath it. Then the air flow is reversed and the
needle is lowered into the vial. The programmed iniection
volume is drawn up into the sampling unit by the metering
device.
In the injection mode (Fig. 2c) the needle is raised, the
vial is moved back and the needle is reseated.The rotary
valve returns to its normal mode position, reconnecting
the needle loop to the solvent delivery system' All of the
sample is pumped out of the injector onto the column and
the analysis is started.
In the flushing mode (Fie. 3) the syringe plunger is moved
out of the syringe glass barrel. Then the flushing valve
directs the liquid flow from the detector cell outlet through
the rotary valve in the reversedirection through the syringe.
After flushing is completed, the flushing valve switches to
its normal mode position and the plunger moves back into
its initial position.

means of a needle and seat at the connecting point. The
stainless-steelneedle is moved and guided by a double-acting air cylinder, which holds the needle firmly in its seat,
forming a leakproof seal. The design of the needle and seat
permits good serviceability.
The small needle diameter reduces dead volume in the
seat for less peak-broadening. It also reduces evaporation
of the sample through the vial septum. Both the upper and
the lower positions are sensedby light-actuated switches.
In the arm that holds the needle is a vial sensor.If there
is no vial in an autosampler magazine position, the autosampler continues without injection to the next vial.
A user who has no autosampler can work automatically
with the step-motor-driven vial swivel arm for a single vial.
If an autosampler is installed, the swivel arm provides one
additional vial space. When using microvials, the vial in
the swivel arm is supported in the vertical direction by a
spring. This provides for injection from small total amounts
of sample.

Rotary Valve Unlt
The high-pressure rotary valve is a standard six-port
valve with small internal flow passagescombined with a
fast air actuator. The actuator has two pistons in its cylinder. These alternately push two racks, which rotate a pinion. A shaft couples the pinion with the rotor of the highpressurevalve. This actuator allows switching of the rotary
valve in less than 80 milliseconds, which means that the
pressure pulse in the LC system causedby valve switching
is minimized. The valve is adjusted to be leak-tight up to
400 bar.
Both end positions are controlled by light-actuated
switches.

Meterlng llevlce
The variable-volumemeteringdevice is the key component
of the autoinjector. In the standard version ffor small injection volumes) a gas-tight 25-pl syringe is installed. If a
larger volume is required, a 250-pl syringe is available. For
changing the syringe, no adjustment is required. The
syringe is moved by a guided driver part with two nuts,
which are driven by a step motor coupled with a leadscrew.
To reduce backlash, the two nuts and the shoulder bearings
of the leadscrew are spring-loaded. To couple the motor
with the leadscrew, a one-piece coupler is used.
A light switch sensesthe initial position. From this position, each step draws up 7 nanoliters of sample if a 25-pl
syringe is installed. This resolution allows injection of as
little as 0.5 pl with acceptable precision.

Sampling Unlt
The sampling unit makes it possible to open the loop by

(c) Iniection Mode

(b) Loading Mode

(a) Normal Mode

<-

I

Waste

From SDS

I

From Detector

Waste

Fig.2. Operationmodes during an injection cycle. (a) ln the normal mode,the systemis ready
for an injection. (b) ln the loading mode, solvent f/ow bypasses the sampling unit while the
programmed injection volume is drawn out of the sample vial. (c) In the iniectionmode, the
sample is pumped out of the iniector onto the column.
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To
Column
From SDS

Flushing Mode

To Column

FromSDS
Fig. 3. /n the flushing mode, solventflow is directed through
the injection syringe in the reverse direction.

vials are fixed on the magazine holders which are moved
by a plastic molded driver sliding on two steel rods. The
driver's motion is controlled by a step motor via a gearbelt.
The complete sampler is held together by a chassisbuilt
of sheet-metal parts. The overall design minimizes manufacturing costs.
In operation, two numbers are associatedwith each sample vial, the magazine number and the vial number within
the magazine.A specific sample vial is selectedby counting
the magazine and vial positions while moving' All autosampler actions are controlled by the central micropro- '
cessorwhich createsthe pattern for the motors and counts
pulses from various sensors,
The count pulses giving actual-position feedbackaregenerated by four light-actuated switches. Direction control is
achieved by two sensors,one to give an absolute signal for
the home position, the other to give the count pulses to
find the specified position. During positioning, if the expected step count is exceededbefore reaching the next
position, the whole procedure is repeated.
After the sample has been delivered to the injector, the
carriageis always moved back to its home position to avoid
position-error accumulation.
Safety and Reliability

All electronics in the injector and sampler use low voltFlushingValve
low-pressure
To protect the operator from iniury from moving
age.
The flushing valve is a solenoid-actuated,
mechanicalparts,the 1090 cover must be closedbeforean
three-portvalve. The maximum pressureis 2 bar, which
means that in case one of the two valve outlets becomes
plugged, the other opens at this pressure. The effect is
protection of the detector cell from overpressure.
Automatic Sampling Device
In the past, HP autosamplers have been based on a sample-chain mechanism. The sample vials are located in the
links of a chain, which is driven by pneumatic air cylinders
to move one vial after the other to the injection point.
The major goals for the new HP 7SB47AAutosampler
design included a simple, cost-effective mechanism without pneumatic actuation, mote sample vials, and rapid,
random accessto the vials.
In the HP 79847A,complex mechanicalshapesaremade
of injection-molded parts, which are assembledby snap
connections. The material is PBTP GF for excellent chemical resistance and good mechanical properties. The
pneumatic devices of earlier designs are replaced by step
motors. and instead of the chain there is an X-Y table with
10 exchangeablemagazines,each containing 10 vials (Fig.
a), This principle allows very rapid random accessto every
sample and the possibility of loading the magazineoutside
the instrument.
The X-Y table, or carriage,is assembledout of 23 plastic
molded parts, but there are only three different types. Each
magazine consists of two plastic molded parts and a plastic
tube, also assembledby snap connections.The tube at the
magazine'sbottom is used as a spring, holding the inserted
vials in the correct position.
In the X direction, the carriage slides on plastic rails,
driven by a step motor. A cogwheelpressedon the motor's
axle meshes with a cograil molded on the carriage.
In the Y direction, the magazines holding the sample

injection can be started. A drip tray located under the autoinjector collects any leaking solvent and channels it to a
waste outlet. A leak sensor in the tray generatesan error
messagewhen leaking solvent is detected.All injection cycle
steps are sensor-controlled.For each step, a presettime is
allowed. If any step takes too long or fails, it causesan
aborted injection and displays an error message.Low air
pressure is sensed by a pressure switch. In this case an
injection is not possibleand an error messageis generated.
A pressure relief valve protects the autoinjector in case
of excessiveair pressure.The solenoid valves controlling

Fig.4. The 79847A Autosamplerprovides rapid random access to 100 sample vials.
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both the rotary valve and the sampleunit are latched valves.
This means that in case of a power failure the needle and
rotary valve stay in their home positions.
To ensureautoinjector reliability, all dynamically stressed
parts and the whole autoinjector module were tested extensively in life tests. Critical parts were redesigned and
tested again. All solvent-wetted parts are made from corrosion-resistantmaterials.
In case of a failure, a set of instructions, executableonly
in the diagnostic state, allows stepwise execution of the

injection sequence.Control is exercisedand error messages
are displayedby the HP-85 /.jomputer.
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MobilePhasePreheaterEnsuresprecise
Controlof LC ColumnTemperature
by HelgeSchrenker
IIE USE OF CONVENTIONAL air-bath thermostats
as a means of controlling column temperature in
high-performance liquid chromatography is limited
to a relatively narrow temperature range if full column
efficiency is to be maintained. Particularly at high air-bath
temperatures, large axial temperature gradients in the column occur, which are detrimental to column performance,
This has been demonstrated by many experiments.l
In the HP 1090 Liquid Chromatograph,a new type of
column thermostat, including a highly efficient, small-volume mobile phase preheater, is used. Suitable adiustment
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of the heat transfer in the mobile phase heater and the air
heaterresults in nearly identical temperaturesof the mobile
phase entering the column and of the air flowing around
the column. Thus axial and radial temperature gradients
in the column are minimized, leading to a marked improvement of column performance at elevated temperatures.
lmportance of Golumn Temperature
Column temperature has become increasingly accepted
as a separation parameterin high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).Consequently,the means of maintaining a constant column temperature is now also considered
to be an important aspect of HPLC instrument design.
The influence of temperature can be significant. Because
its effect is dependent on the substancesto be separated,
column temperature can be an important meansof optimizing separation selectivity. Chmielowiec and Sawatzkyz
published retention data for polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) showing reversal of the elution order in
some instances when the temperature was changed from
10" to 55'C.
The influence of temperature on column efficiency (plate
height)* is mainly determined by the relationship between
temperature and the diffusion coefficient of the solutes in
the mobile phase, and between temperature and the solute
mass transfer in the mobile and stationary phases.According to Melander and Horviith3, the plate height in reversedphaseHPLC may decreaseby 30% if the column temperature is increasedfrom 15" to Z2oC.

Outlet

t

Design Considerations
The column thermostat system for the Hp 1090 is designed to meet the following requirements:

Fig. 1. Calculated temperatureprofiles in the combined solvent and air heatet for a flow rate of S mtlmin.

'Plate theory assens
that the chromatographiccolumn works like a distillation column.
Chromatographiccolumns are consideredas consistingof a number of theoreticalplates,
each performinga partial separationof components.
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of such preheater columns necessitatestheir use upstream
of the sample injector. Hence a decreasein the temperature
of the mobile phase may result from the injection device,
which is usually at room temperature. Iniection of large
sample volumes would result in a temporary disturbance
of the temperature equilibrium in the column.
o
o
E

o
c)

(cm)
r-1_____

l-.1----

- - - -;- - - - - -.-i
Positions
Sensor

measuredin the column1.5cm from
Fig.2. Temperatures
theinletand outletand in air c/oseto the columnwall,using
Temperatu
res
thecombinedsolvent-plus-column
thermostat.
for differentflow ratesand temperaturesetpointsvary by
7.5'Cor /ess.

New Thermostat Design
To avoid the problems of previous preheater designs,the
HP 10S0 uses a small-volume (<2 p'l)heat exchangerbetween the injector and the column. This was made possible
by the discovery that, in very n(urow tubes, heat transfer
from the tube walls into liquids flowing at subcritical
Reynolds Numbers is significantly higher than the theoretical values for laminar flow.
To ensure nearly identical temperatures of the column
environment (and thus of the column walls) and of the
mobile phase liquid at the outlet of the preheater capillary,
the capillary heating block is designed to function simultaneously as the air heater of an air thermostat (column
oven). Hence its surface is shaped such that recirculated
air flowing acrossit at a given velocity and surfacetemperature is heated or cooled just enough to replace the heat
loss through the oven walls. Thus the air temperature and

r Axial and radial temperature gradients in the column
bed should not exceed 1.to 2'C
r Variation of the column flow rate in the range 0 to 5
ml/min must not result in temperature changes in the
column bed of more than 1 to 2'C
r Injection of large sample volumes must not cause (temporary) temperature instabilities in the column bed of
more than 7 to 2"C
I No part in a column thermostat must exceed a temperature of 180'C (the spontaneous ignition temperature of
diethyl ether is 1B6oCand that of n-heptaneis 247"C).
Preheating of the mobile phase before it enters the column to avoid large temperature gradients in the column
bed has been suggestedpreviously.a'uHowever, the volume

re

1
Time (min)

Fig. 3. Ihe column compartment of the HP 1090 LC System
is Iarge enough to accommodate mostcolumn configurations'

1
Time (min)

Fig.4. Examplesof chromatogramsfrom a column-onlythermostat (left) and from a solvent-plus-column thermostat
(right). Column: 100x4.6 mm with S-pm ODS Hypersil partic/es. So/venl; 707oacetonitrile,30o/owater. Flow rate: 3.8 mll
(3) 1,2'5'6min. Sample:(1) aniline,(2) benzo(a)anthracene,
dibenzanthracene dissolved in mobile phase. Iniection volume: 5 /. Thermostatseflrng: 80"C. UV detector (254 nm)'
0.128 A.U. full scale.Chartspeed: 1 inlmin.
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the mobile phase temperature (entering the column) are
nearly identical. Fig. 1 illustrates this for certain operating
conditions. The surface temperature of this combined solvent and air heater is measuredand controlled bv a suitable
device.
A stainless-steel
tube is also die-castinto the aluminum
block (parallel to the heating elementJfor circulating cooling fluid, so that temperature control of the solvent and
the column can be extended to ambient and subambient
temperatures.
Fig. 2 shows measured temperatures in the column for
different flow rates and temperature setpoints. Temperature differences between column inlet and outlet are 1.5oC
or less.
Column Compartment
The HP 1090 column compartment (FiS. 3) is insulated
from the instrument and the outside world, but is close to
the injector and the detector.It is large enough to accommodate most column configurations-for example, it will hold
five 300 x 10-mm O.D. GPC (gel permeation chromatographyJ columns and a switching valve.
The heated column compartment equalizes the temperature of the mobile phase and the column. The injector
delivers mobile phase through a 0.15-mm I.D. capillary
embedded in the heat exchanger.The capillary volume is
only 2 pr.l.A fan underneath the compartment drives air
around and over the heat exchanger,ensuring that the column temperature exactly matches that of the mobile phase

entering the column. The temperature of the column bed
is independent of flow rate and sample size.
For reproducibility of retention times, the thermostat
controlling the heat exchanger maintains a temperature
precision of -r0.6"C.No part of the heat exchangerhas a
temperature greaterthan 140"C,an important safetyconsideration when using flammable solvents.
Results
Fig. 4 shows examples of chromatogramsfrom a columnonly thermostat and a solvent-plus-column thermostat
under otherwise identical chromatographicconditions. The
effect of the new thermostat on peak definition is marked,
except on early peaks,where extracolumn band broadening
is the dominant effect.
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A Low-GostLC Filterphotometric
DetectionSystem
by Axel Wiese,BernhardDehmer,ThomasD6rr,and GtinterH6schele
COMMON TYPE of detector for liquid chromatography is the UVA/is (ultravioletivisible) absorbance
detector. Light of known spectral characteristics is
directed to a flow cell where it passesthrough the liquid
coming from the column. A photodiode is used to measure
the light absorbed by the sample. A plot of absorbance
versus time is the chromatogram, the desired result of the
analysis.
Of the two UVA/is detectors available for the HP 1090
LC System,the lower-cost detector is the tIP 79881A Filterphotometric Detector. The other, a diode array detector, is
described in another article in this issue.
The filterphotometric detector offers more flexibility and
better detectability and selectivity than other detectors in
its class. Generally,low-cost absorbancedetectorsoffer a
manual change of lamps (zinc, cadmium, mercury, etc.) or
filters, but wavelength switching during an analysis or se26 Hewlerr-pncKABDJouHNALApRtL19g4

quenceis not possible.Programmabledetectorsuse a moving grating or moving photodiodes and are relatively expensive. Our challenge was to provide an economical means
of fast wavelength switching for UVA/is detection, together
with full programmability. In addition, compatibility with
high-speed LC and microbore LC was required, so we had
to minimize peak broadening by designing the proper
geometry for a low-volume flow cell.
Optics
The 79881A Detector shines light from a deuterium lamp
through an eight-position filter wheel, splits the beam into
referenceand sample channels,and usestwo photodiodes
for detection.
A deuterium gas discharge lamp was chosen as the light
source for its continuous spectrum of light from 190 to 600
nm. For applications that do not need full detectability,

Deuterium LamP

Photodiode

Flg. 1. Optlcal system ot the HP
79881A FilterohotometricDetecIor.

the lamp's anode current can be switched from high (+so
mA) to low (300 mA). This increases the typical lifetime
of 500 hours to approximately 1000 hours, with an accompanying reduction of energy emission, which is wavelength-dependentand is significantly higher for wavelengths
in the ultraviolet range than for visible light.
The complete 79BB1Aoptical system,shown in Fig. 1,
contains several components whose functions are perhaps
best explained by following the beam through the system.
Light leaving the lamp (1-mm circular object) is collectedby
a planoconvex lens and transmitted through an aperture
which minimizes stray light. Interference filters transform
the light into monochromatic light. There are sevenof these
filters on a filter wheel, which is turned by a step motor to
one of eight positions. The eighth position blocks the light
and is used for dark current measurements.Standard filter
and 540 nm,
wavelengthsare 210, 23O,25O,28O,34O,430,
and other filters are available.The bandwidth of thesemonochromatorsis approximately 10 nm and they have a transmittance of about 25% in the UV range and about 50% in the
visible range.The maximum allowable light in the blocking
areasis lessthan 0.001%.
The beam passesthrough a second aperture and is then
focused such that any chosenwavelength is in focus within
the flow cell. The beamsplitter divides the light beam into
sample and referencebeamswith a ratio of 2:1. Splitting is
accomplished by small aluminum areason the surface of a
quartz disc; these act as small mirrors. With this design,the
split ratio is wavelength-independent.
Light falling onto the photodiodes (which have enhanced
sensitivity to W) generatesphotocurrents depending on
the light intensity. These currents are converted into voltages by operational amplifiers. The optical unit casting
contains all of the optical items (lens systems and
beamsplitter) as well as the filter wheel assembly and the
two photodiode assemblies, which are mounted on
preamplifier boards. The deuterium lamp is located in a
separatecompartment attached to the casting to allow good
heat dissipation.

TheoreticalBackground
detectionis the LamThe basicequationfor absorbance
bert-Beerlaw.
A:
where: A
€1
D
C
I""r
I".-pl,
Ir,Ii
l",ll
IsJl

erDC = loc

r "+Ii+ri+rL
4*-rc**1r*1r11.

: absorbancein absorbanceunits [A.U.J
:extinctionormolarabsorptioncoefficient
: pathlength(mm)
: soluteconcentration
:photocurrentreferencesignal
: photocurrent sample signal
: photocurrentsproducedbystraylight
: additionaloffsetsproducedbythepreamplifiers
: darkcurrents.

Flg. 2. Cutawayviewof the flow cell. Holesas smallas 400 Nn
are drilled with !25 pn precision.
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One of the most important limitations is the I{ photocurrent produced by stray light. There are three types of
stray light:
I Light coming from the outside (normally in the visible
rangeJ
I Light produced by internal reflections and striking the
diode without going through the cell
I Light produced by the "monochromator" at wavelengths
other than specified.
The last item is the main limitation on detector linearity.
Roughly we can say that stray light has to be less than
1/1000 of the sample light to have a linear relation between
absorbanceand concentration up to 1.S A.U. with an error
less than 1%. If we increase the bandwidth of the monochromator, additional nonlinearities deteriorate the analvtical result.
Flow Cell
Low-volume columns generate low-volume peaks. The
flow cell has to preservethe separationefficiency by having
a low volume itself. At the sametime, the path length needs
to be as long as possible,becauseit is proportional to detectability. The z9BB1A'sflow cell (Fig.z) hasan optimized
combination oI +.5-p,l volume and 6-mm path length.
Baseline drift, especially with gradient analysis, is strongly
influenced by the refractive index sensitivity of the flow
cell. The precisely machined conical shape of the cell
(which matches the path of the light rays) and optimum
imaging despite chromatic errors ensure that these effects
are minimized.
In designing the flow cell mechanics we had to look for
somenew ways to achieve high reliability, easyserviceability, and lower assembly cost. High-precision mechanical
parts were developed to join chemical fluidics and optical
alignment. Maintenance is a matter of easily removing andi
or disassemblingthe cell. The spring-loadedclosedsystem
(Fig. 3) provides its own clamping force and can be inserted
or removed with only one hand.
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Fig. 3. rhe flow ceil assembly
combineshighprecisionwitheasy
replaceabiIity.Changing fIowceIIs
is a one-handoperation.

The cell window (quartz) and a spring are mounted
within a hollow slot bolt, which is screwed down to the
stop cap for sealing the flow cell. A beryllium copper micro
spring (seeFigs.3c and 4) was designedthat allows reasonable tolerances and the setting of the seal. It clamps the
window and braces itself in the slot bolt when mounted.
This allows maintenance by standard tools when the windows have to be changed or cleaned.
Fabrication of the flow cell requires high-precision
machining within tiny dimensions. Only by special finedrilling machines and processesfor conserving the tools
can reproducible fabrication be ensured. The most severe
problem is to position the light input hole (inner diameter

/tt
qJf

&
&

Fig.4. A beryllium copper micro spring (left) holds the beam
splifter in the lens housing. /t is used in other /ocations as
well. Another beryllium copper micro spring (ight) holds the
flow cell window. Top to boftom are the top view of the flow
cell micro spring, the raw spring, and the bottom view of the
sprng.

Beam Splitter

Spring

Fig. 5. Lenshousing,showinglocationof microspring.
0.6 mm) and the light output hole (inner diameter1.2 mm)
with a precision of 120 pm.
Whereverfeasible,easymechanicalconnectionssuch as
snap-in devicesor spring clamping have beenused. A specially designedberyllium copper spring, shown in Fig. 4,
is used at severallocations for quick assemblyand shock
protection. For example, in the lens housing (Fig. 5), it
holds the beam splitter, a coated quartz disc.
Data Acquisition
Fig. 6 is a block diagram of the data acquisition and
processing circuits of the filterphotometric detector.
The reference and sample photodiodes each create at
most a 10-nA photocurrent signal, which has to be transformed into an equivalent data word. With a rise time of
100 ms, the analog output bandwidth is about 3 Hz.
The photodiode current is first convertedto a voltageby
a preamplifier stage,then converted to digital form and
sent to the Z80A processoron the filter detectorprocessor
board,where absorbanceis computed.The absorbancedata
is converted to analog signals for output to recorders or
chromatographicintegrators.
The range of the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and
the digital-to-analogconverters (DACs) is determined by
the requirednoisefigureofthe convertingelectronics,which
has to be a fractional part of the systemnoise.The limiting
noise of the system is the photodiode shot noise, and the
current noise of the preamplifier stageshould be less than
the diode noise. Thus the preamp was the most noise-critical design problem.
For slow precise conversionsin the millisecond range
we use dual-slope integration. Charge on the integrating
capacitor is proportional to the input signal. At the end of
a fixed integration period the capacitor is dischargedat a
constantrate by a constant-currentsource.During the discharge time, a count clock is allowed to go into a 16-bit
counter. When the capacitoris dischargedcompletely,the
constant-current source is switched off and integration
starts again. Dischargetime is proportional to the input
signal level. Sincea singleconversioncycle with a dynamic
range of 65,000 would require an expensive design, the
cycle is divided into 64 conversionsand the results are
added.This also makesthe conversionlessnoise sensitive.
The capacitor voltage goesthrough zero more steeply, so
comparatorhysteresisand threshold noise are not critical,
and low-cost componentscan be used.
After one complete cycle, the data is buffered into the
processor.The two ADC channels are fed separatelyinto
the processormodule.

Data Processing
Detectorcontrol by the filter detectorprocessorboard is
based on a ZBOAmicroprocessorworking at a clock rate
of 3.9 MHz. This processoruses BK bltes of EPROM and
2K bytes of RAM. Some memory-mapped interface hardware connects the processorto the ADC/DAC section, to
the step motor hardware, and to the lamp power supply.
There is also hardware for data input and output, for selection of the filter wheel position, and for lamp control. Parameter setting and detector operation are externally controlled via the 1090mainframecontroller. Communication
with this controller is accomplishedover an interfacebetween the detector bus and the 1090 VO bus. No data is
transferred, only status and control information.
Data delivered to the Z80A from the ADCs at a rate of
90 Hz is correctedfor offset, filtered, and compressedto
Optical Unir

Phase A;A

Sample

Reference

Phase B;E

18-Bil
DAC

Recorder
Output

Inlegrator
OutPut

Fig.6. Slgna/processrng circuits of the UV filterphotometic
detector.
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passedto get an intensity signal at the DAC outputs.
The last step is to convert the digital data to an analog
output proportional to absorbance,depending on the parameter settings for attenuation and zero offset. This is
done in a ten-bit monolithic DAC for the recorder output,
and in a two-part 18-bit DAC for the integrator output. For
the latter conversion, the digital signal is first converted
to a pulse width modulated signal, a square wave whose
duty cycle varies between 0 and 100%. This is fed to a
current switch, which works into the virtual ground of a
fifth-order filter configuration. The filter attenuatesthe fundamental frequency of the square wave by 100 dB to meet
the system noise requirements.

O

^t
2

4

(min)

FastSwitching
Fig. 7. An autobalance function allows filter changes
during a run within two seconds, as shown in the lower
chromatogram.
reduce data rate. Further processing of the two channels
is done at a rate of a5 Hz. Two filtering operations can be
used to obtain rise times of 400 ms or 800 ms, or they can
be bypassed for a rise time of 100 ms. The logarithm of the
data is taken, absorbance is calculated, and a balancing
operation is done, subtracting the zero-balance value from
the raw absorbance value. For test reasons the data path
from the first filter stage to the balance stage can be by-
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Self-Calibratlon and Test
The filter photometric detector offers self-calibration. An
important part is the autobalance function, which allows
filter changesduring a run within two secondsand without
baseline offset (Fig. 7). Self-calibration also includes measurement of offset correction values and calculation of
some thresholds, which are used to check the lamp intensity for finding the reference position of the filter wheel
and controlling the lamp ignition.
Several problems concerning the lamp, the filter wheel,
or the data path can be detected by the processor software.
These error conditions, including information from the
leak sensor, can be communicated to the 1090 mainframe
controller.
Detector Control
The variables for control of the filterphotometric detector
appear in the detector method and auxiliary displays of
the HP-85 system controller. The variables in the detector
method display are part of the current method, which can
be stored on a tape cartridge or flexible disc.
On the detector method display the user can set the position of the filter wheel. control the zero offset and attenuation of the recorder output, set the rise time of the integrator and recorder outputs, and set the anode current of
the deuterium lamp. On the auxiliary display the user can
switch from the absorbancesignal to the direct signals from
the sample or reference photodiodes.

LC
A High-SpeedSpectrophotometric
Detector
by JoachimLeyrer,GUnterE. Nill, DetlevHadbawnik,Giinter H6schele,and JoachimDieckmann
URING THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has become
one of the major analytical techniques for the analymixtures of chemical compounds, such as
of
complex
sis
plant extracts, pharmaceutical formulations, or certain
drugs in human body fluids. In the course of this successful
history, all components of the liquid chromatograph contributing to instrument performance underwent rapid development. In recent years, special emphasis has been
placed on the detector nrea,becausethis part of the system,
which monitors the separated compounds of a mixture,
strongly contributes to the selectivity and sensitivity of the
analytical method.
A variety of physical and chemical principles are applied
in HPLC detectors.These include absorption of ultraviolet
(IIVJ, visible (Vis), and inJrared (IR) Iight' measurement of
refractive index, fluorescence,electrochemical phenomena
(conductivity, amperometry,* voltametry,* polarography),
mass spectrometry, and specific chemical reactions. Some
of these principles offer distinct advantages for specific
applications or application areas. For example, fluorescence and polarography offer extremely high selectivity
and sensitivity while refractive index measurement offers
nonselectivity and thus general applicability'
UVAlis lletectlon
A good compromise, offering medium to high sensitivity
combined with excellent selectivity, signal stability, and
easy handling, is the LIVA/is absorbance detector, which
measures the absorbanceA of the solution of a chemical
compound in the detector cell. According to the LambertBeer law,

the chemical structure of a compound definitely limits the
versatility of this type of detector and led to the development of variable-wavelength detectorsoffering different detection wavelengths, selectable from polychromatic light
by means of filters or a monochromator grating. For example, the HP 798814 described in the article on page 26 is
a variable-wavelength detector in which the wavelengths
are selected by filters. These detectors significantly enhance the versatility, selectivity, and sensitivity of UVA/is
detection in HPLC, but they are not able to help determine
the chemical identity or structure of an eluting compound'
Information about the chemical nature of a compound
can be derived from its UVA/is spectrum-absorbance as
a function of wavelength-measured under standard conditions. The HP 75875A scanning variable-wavelength detector in the tIP 1080 LC was the first commercial instrument of this type. However, the eluant flow in the system
had to be stopped to record accurate spectra under static
conditions. Loss of time and quantitative data were the
price paid for structural information and strongly limited
application of the system to very specific problems in chromatographic method develoPment'
The need for correlation of the qualitative and quantitative aspects of LWA/is detection and recent developments
in HPiC column technology led to the formulation of the
following development obiectives for a new detection system for the HP 1090 LC:
r Instant spectral scanning (no need to stop the chromatogaphic flowJ
r Simultaneous acquisition of chromatographic signals in
up to eight wavelength ranges
Detector Cell

A : erCD,
under certain conditions the detector signal is proportional
to the length D of the detector cell, the concentration C of
the absorbing compound, and the molar absorption coefficient e1for light of a certain wavelength (Fig. 1). Therefore,
a UVA/is detector can be used not only to detect that something is eluting from the chromatographic column (qualitative analysis), but also to determine the unknown concentration of a compound (e.g.,a drug in blood) if in a previous
run a calibration has been made by injecting a known concentration of the compound of interest (quantitative
analysis).The first UVA/is detectorsoperatedatfixed single
wavelengths using light sourcesthat had narrowband emission characteristics and optical filters. The fact that light
absorption at a certain wavelength strongly depends upon
'Amperometry and voltametryare elsctrochemicaldetection methods in which electrical
charge is transferredbatweena sample and an electrode (as in a battery)'and the currenl
or voltage produced is measured.

-P+
I

logt=
lo =
I=
A =
€r =

1= €^CD

Incident light intensity

Transmitted light lntensity
Absorbance
Molar absorpiivity at wavelength A
C = Molar solute concentration (moles/liter)
D = Cell path length (cm)

Ffg. 1. Ihe HP 1 040A HPLC Detection System measures the
tight absorption of a tiquid in the detector cell to detemine

law relatesabsorTheLambert-Beer
soluteconcentrations.
banceto othet Parcmeterc.
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possibilities offered by the HP 1040A. Dealing with often
complex mixtures, the main questions that have to be
answered during the development of a chromatographic
method are:
r Where in the chromatogram (at which retention time)
does the compound that has to be quantified elute?
r Is this peak pure, that is, does it represent only one
chemical species?
In the past, time-consuming analytical techniqueshad to
be used to find answersto these questions.

Abaorbance

Grating
Holographic
Flg. 2. Schematic diagram of the Hp 10404 optical system.
Light passing through the sample ls dispersed by a hotographic diffraction grating and imaged on an array of 205
photodiodes, each covering a Z-nm wavelengthrange. Thus
the spectral light intensitiesover the wavelength range from
190to 600 nm are measured simultaneously.Sixother diodes
on the 211-diode array are used for othet measuremen$.
Optimization of data rates to meet the speed and sensitivity requirements of high-speed liquid chromatography
Optimization of hydrodynamic properties for high-speed
and microbore liquid chromatography.

Wavelength

Theseobjectivesguided the developmentof the Hp 10404
SpectrophotometricDetector,a stand-alonediode array detection system for operation with any liquid chromatograph. It is also available as the HP 29880A, one of the
integrated detector modules of the HP 1090 LC familv.
System Overview
Fig. 2 givesa simplified overview of the Hp 1040,soptical
design. Polychromatic light emitted by a deuterium lamp
is focused into the detector's flow cell by an achromatic
lens system. After dispersion* of the light beam on the
surfaceof a diffraction grating, the spectral light intensities
over the whole wavelength range from 1g0 to 600 nm are
measured"simultaneously" by a linear 21l-element photodiode array, which is read every 10 ms. By repetitive measurements, a three-dimensional matrix is generatedshowing absorbancedata as a function of wavelength and time.
Such a 3-D matrix is shown in Fig. 3, together with a
chromatographic signal (absorbancevs. time) which can
be used for quantitation of a compound, and a spectrum
(absorbancevs. wavelength) which provides qualitative,
structural information. The data acquired can be monitored
on-line on the CRT of the HP-85 system controller and/or
stored on raw data files to be further tailored to the user's
needsby post-run data evaluation.
Contributlons and Key Applicatlons
The following application examples show some of the
'ln this article,
dispersion is the ditfraction of a light beam so that the diffractionangle
varies with wavelength,thereby separatingthe beam's componentwavelengthsin space.
Dispersionin an LC system, by contrasl, is the broadeningot the chromatographicpeaks
by dilution,ditfusion,and system imperfections.
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Chromatogram

Spectrum

Fig.3. Byrepetitivemeasurements,
theHp 10404generates
absorbancedataas a functionof wavelengthand time.
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be determined.
The quantitative determination of caffeine in beverages
like coffee, tea, or cola illustrates the approach taken with
the HP 10404/79880A HPLC Detection System' The
chemist choosesappropriate stationary and mobile phases
and generatesa chromatogam like that shown in Fig. 4'
Peak purity can be proven by automatically taking spectra
during the elution of the peak of interest at the peak's apex
and its inflection points. Fig. 5 illustrates the technique of
superimposing thesethree specba after normalization, thus
confirming peak purity. If the peak is not pure, the spectra
will not coincide. The peak's chemical structure can be
identified by comparing the specbum of a caffeine standard
with the spectrum of the unidentified peak taken during
its elution from the chromatographic column. The result
would show that this peak in fact consists of caffeine only.
Thus, after two chromatographic runs, the method has
proven its analytical relevance.Calibration with a standard
solution of pure caffeine preparesthe instrument for quantitative measruements.
Simultaneous high-speed sigrral acquisition at different
wavelengths also ensures the detection of all components
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Fig. 6. Se/ecfivedetectionof activecompoundsin a plant
extractby selectingwavelengths.
of a complex mixture (universal detection). On the other
hand, when using an individual narrowband signal, certain
compounds can be suppressed so that others can be detected with high selectivity. Fig. 6 demonstratesthis feature
in the analysis of a plant extract in which the active species,
flavonoids, cardenolids,and phenolic carbonicacids,have
been detected selectively.
The features illustrated here and a variety of others are
expected to open broad application areasfor the HP 1040A/
79880A Detection System, ranging from the analysis of
pharmaceutical formulations, general chemical products,
and environmental pollutants to clinical and biomedical
methodology, thus contributing to such exciting new developments as, for example, genetic engineering'
Optical and Mechanlcal Design
The 1040A is a high-speed on-line spectrophotometric
detection system dedicated for low-dispersion chromatography. A simple optical configuration with a minimum of
components was one of the main design goals to ensure
high reliability and low cost of ownership. Another design
goal was a reasonabletradeoff between spectral resolution
and light throughput to achieve high signal-to-noise performance for high detectability. The objectives of the
mechanical design were to eliminate optical adjustments
.lounnm 33
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Radial Focus

(a)

(b)

Flg.7. (a) Basic geometry of the holographic grating. (b) Tangentiatand radiat focal lines are
the lines in space where the diffracted image of the entrance s/rt ls best in focus.

by the customer and to provide easy exchangeability of
parts (cell, lamp) and extensive diagnostics to make the
instrument user-friendly. For low production costs,optical
bonding and high-precision NC machining are implemented in the mechanical design.
lllumination System
The flow cell volume of 4.8 p,l and the path length of 6
mm are predetermined by chromatographic requirements.
A conical longitudinal cross section was chosen to give
the lowest possible optical dead volume, that is, to give
the best possible cell shape for light to travel through (best
fit to the optical rays). The diameter of the entry window
of the flow cell is limited by the ultrasonic drilling process
to a minimum of 0.6 mm. Given this number and the optical
geometry, the diameter of the rear cell window can be
calculatedas 1.3 mm.
From the cone angle of the cell, the maximum allowable
aperture of the illumination system can be determined.
The other determining parameter of the illumination system is the scaling factor for the image of the light source.
This factor is not only limited by the diameter of the entry
cell window, but also depends on the dimensions of the
diodes of the diode auay and on the dimensions of the
spectrometer entrance slit.
Sllt Plane

lmage Plane

TangentialIn Focus

Radlalin Focus

Ffg. 8. /nfenslty distributionsof the slit image in the plane of
the diode anay for a particular wavelength,illustratingtangential and radial focus.
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The diode array consists ot 271 individual diodes with
a center-to-center spacing of 61 pm. Each diode is 0.5 mm
high. Only 205 diodes are used for measuring the
wavelength range from 190 to 600 nm. Two additional
diodes on each side of the 20b are used for wavelength
calibration. As a tradeoff between spectral resolution and
high light throughput, the spectrometer entrance slit is
made twice as wide as a single photodiode.
An optimum fit of the illumination system to the flow
cell geometry means matching the aperture (solid angle
matching) and the imaging factor in such a way that the
light source image just covers the spectrometer entrance
slit (field matching). In this way, reflections at the cell

I = 190.000nm
res. = 3.981 nm

I = 248.57nm
res. = 3.972 nm

I = 307.14nm
res. = 3,966 nm

)r = 541.43nm
res. = 3.924 nm

1.0

,t =wavelength
res, = resolution
.:'i,,.',= diode s'acing

Flg. 9. /ntenslty distributions of the slit image for pairs of
diodes at different points in the diode array, conesponding
to different wavelengths.

walls (refractive index sensitivity) are eliminated and
maximum light througlrput is guaranteed. Both of these
demands can be perfectly fulfilled by the use of two imaging
elements.Aperture and field stops canbe changedindependently. Such an illumination system is very flexible and
is easily adapted to different cell geometries. However,
since the principal goal in the design of the 1040A optical
system dictated a minimum of optical components and a
nonmodular cell concept, an illumination systemwith only
one imaging element was chosen. To ensure a high light
flux, computer-aided ray tracing was done for optimum
aperture matching. Becauseof this tradeoff between aperture and field matching, the resulting imaging factor is
below its theoretical optimum. The entrance slit is not fully
illuminated in the longitudinal direction.
Spectrometer
The concave holographic diffraction grating is the only
optical component of the spectrometer,providing both dispersion and imaging. Fig. 7a shows its basic geometry.
Conventionally, the imaging properties of a grating are
characterizedby the so-called focal lines, the lines in space
where the diffracted image of the entrance slit is best in
focus. The astigmatism causedby the off-axis configuration
is the main imaging error. The focal lines are calculated
for two perpendicular planes corresponding to the directions of slit width and slit height. The distance between
these focal lines-the astigmatic difference-is a quality

200

300

400
,I (nm)

s00

600

Fig. 10. The dispersion of the holographic grating is nonlinear, as shown here. The diode array positionconesponds
to a best fit linear regressionthrough the tangentialfocal line.
x is fhe coordinate along the photodiode array.

Absolute Wavelength Error (nm)
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Fig. 11. Absolutewavelengtherrorresultingfromnonlinear
is t1 nm.
dlspersionls /essthan0.5 nm. Specification
criterion of the grating (Fig. 7b).
In the 1040A design, the main problem was to achieve
the best possible fit between the focal lines and the linear
diode array. Fig. B shows the intensity distributions of the
slit image for a certain wavelength in the plane of the diode
array. For two reasons,the tangential focal line has higher
priority than the radial focal line in the optimization process.The first reason is to minimize spectral crosstalk' The
second is that even if the image is radially out of focus, all
of the light falls on the diode anyway, since the entrance
slit is not fully illuminated in the height direction.
Since the focal lines are only qualitative and relative
criteria for the imaging properties of the grating, the tangential intensity distribution of the spectral slit image was
calculated. Intensity distributions were generatedfor various wavelengths from the spot imagesof object points along
the entrance slit contours (see Fig. 9). The diode auay
position corresponds to a best-fit linear regression line
through the calculated tangential focal line.
Dispersion
The desirable linear dispersion factor corresponding to
the wavelength domain 190 to 600 nm using 205 diodes
spaced 61 pr,mapart is easily calculated as 2 nm per 61 pcm'
From the basic grating equation (see Fig. 2), it is obvious
that the diffraction angle is not a linear function of
wavelength. Deviation from linear dispersion as a function
of wavelength is shown in Fig. 10. Tracing a linear regression line with a slope of 2 nm/diode through the x:x()t)
curve, the wavelength error can be calculated (seeFig. 11).
This error is the difference in xbetween a linear assignment
of wavelength to diode number and the real relationship
of wavelength to diode number. The maximum wavelength
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error of 0.5 nm can be tolerated. since the
specificationis iL nm.
Using the optimization possibilities of the holographic
recordingtechnique,the imagingpropertiesand the dispersion of the grating are fitted to the predetermined geometrical dimensionsof the diode array.The gratingis produced
by replication and has a blazed groove profile optimized
for a wavelength of 250 nm in the +1st diffraction order.
Adjustment and Mounting of the Grating
The optical axis of the grating is concentric (-rO.OZmm)
with the axis of the substrate,which means that to a good
approximation the mechanicalaxis correspondsto the optical axis. There remain four degreesof freedom in which
adjustmentshave to be done. To provide a noniterative
adjustmentprocess,the rotation axesintersectat the apex
of the grating. The grating is adjusted with a special tool
to the required precision and is bonded into the optical
unit. A mercury lamp is used for wavelength adjustment
of the grating,and the calculatedintensity distributions of
the slit imagescorrespondingto the mercury lines on the
diode array are used as adjustment aids (Fig. 1ZJ. The
wavelengthcalibrationis accurateto 0.L nm. It is sufficient
to use only the 313-nm and 546-nm mercury lines for the
wavelength calibration. These lines are located near the
intersectionpoints of the linear regressionline through the
tangential focal line and are therefore free of image aberrations (seeFig. 9). Also, the wavelengthdifferencebetween
them is large enough for accurate control.
Mechanical Design
Since the grating is not readjustable,high precision for
the positioning of the remaining detector componentsis
required,becausethe Iamp and the flow cell arenonadjustable exchangeparts. Also required is exchangeabilityof
the diode array (with built-in grating)by servicepersonnel.
Meeting the high precision requirements at low cost was
the challengein the mechanical design.

Fig. 13. Theopticalunit (lamphouse,
illumination
compartment,spectrometer)
is housedin a casting.
The optical unit (lamphouse,illumination compartment,
spectrometer)is designedas a casting (Fig. 13). To minimize machining errors, the optical unit is shaped to be
machined in a single work mounting. Special contraints
imposed by the NC milling machine-for example, the
maximum number of tools or the angle resolution of the
rotation stage-had to be taken as limiting factors.To determine the dimensional errors causedby the deformation of
the optical unit during the machining process,the optical
casting was run through a computer analysis. This finiteLamp
Current

Fig. 12. Calculated intensity distributions are used as ards
in adjusting the diode array position.
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Fig. 14. Simplified block diagram of the HP 10404 front end
and data acquisition processor. Ihe design realizesan inexpensive 16-bit analog-to-digitalconverter (ADC).

element-basedanalysis also allows optimization of cutting
power and cutting speed during the machining process.
Finally, a three-dimensional measuring machine is used
to check out the machined parts.
Diagnostic Features
A step-motor-driven holmium oxide filter (shutter) lets
the user verify the wavblength calibration at any time. In
caseof a decalibration (for example, after a cell relocation)
a wavelength recalibration in 0.5-nm steps in a range of
-r4 nm is possible.
In case of cell leakage, a leak sensor gives the operator
a messagevia the screen. As an additional safeguard, a
waste drain in the illumination compartment leads the leak
away so that during automatic, unsupervised operation, no
further damage is caused.
Each instrument is provided with a test cell. Functionally, this looks like an air-filled cell, so flow-induced effects
are eliminated and a quick diagnosis of spectrometer performance can be done.
Front End and Data Acquisition Processor
The 1040A's fast front-end data path digitizes analog
data from the diode array and processesit by means of a
high-performance bit-slice processor system.
The analog video signal from the diode array logic has
to be digitized with a dynamic range of 16 bits. This could
be done using a commercial hybrid 16-bit analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), but this would be very expensive. Fig. 14
shows the approach taken in the 1040,\. A gain-controlled
preamplifier is used to split the dlmamic analog range into
four sections. This gives the two most significant bits. The
amplifier gain is processor-controlled and can be set differently for each diode signal. The 211-value gain pattern
used during measurements is acquired during a special
calibration cycle.
Following the amplifier is a 14-bit ADC consisting of an
analog multiplexer, a monolithic 12-bit ADC, and some
discrete autoranging hardware. The analog multiplexer
provides for the acquisition of several analog signals including ADC reference voltages and lamp current, which
are used for calibration and lamp control.
A potential disadvantageof this ADC design is its nonlinear transfer characteristic,which is shown in Fig. 15.
There is an offset for an input voltage of zero, and there
are steps at the range boundaries. This nonlinearity is correctedby the fastbit-slicedataacquisitionprocessor(DAP),
which calculates correction values for each range and corrects the raw values for ADC nonlinearitv and offset and

of thefront-end
Fig. 15. Thisnonlineartransfercharacteristic
ADCis conectedby thedataacquisitionprocessor(DAP).

Fig. 16. Dataflowin the DAP.
for the dark currents of the photodiodes.
The bit-slice DAP is part of the diode array detector
(DAD) multiprocessorsystem(seearticle, pageB).It works
as a fast data acquisition device, reading data at a rate of
22,5OOwords per second.This meansthat all of the diodes
of the photodiode array, along with self-calibration data,
are sampled 100 times per second.This rate is too high to
be processedby a CPU like a Z80A or to be transferred to
a massstoragedevice.The bit-slice processorpreprocesses
spectrum and signal data so that it can be handled by the
DAD communication processor (COM). During data acquisition, the DAP performs more than 60,000 double-word
adds or subtracts per second and computes more than
10,000logarithms per second,doing three 16-bit multiplications for each logarithm.
DAP Functions
One of the DAP's functions is control of the front-end
hardware. Every 10 ms, it starts a new diode array sample
cycle. Every 44 g.s,it setsthe gain of the video preamplifiers
to the correct value for the next diode of the diode array.
Its third control task is to set the ADC mode depending on
the desired conversion of either the array video signal or
special input signals like lamp current, references, or
preamplifier offset voltages. The DAP also has to support
two digital-to-analog converters (DACs), writing output
data to the converter registers at a fixed rate of 100 words
per second.
The DAP does self-calibration to correct ADC data for
nonlinearity and preamplifier offsets. ADC calibration is
done continuously, using some extra time slots at the end
of every array cycle. During these slots, preamplifier offset
measurements are done to obtain offset correction values
for each of the four gain settings. This continuous recalibration is done to shorten warmup time and to compensate
for drift over time and temperature.
In other time slots at the end of each array cycle, the
DAP measurestwo auxiliary signals. One of these is lamp
current. This measurement is used during lamp ignition
and to check the lamp status during detector operation.
Data read by the DAP from the A-to-D converter at a rate
oI 22,5oowords per secondconsistsof raw values, which
have to be corrected for nonlinearity, preamplifier offsets,
and dark values. For each array cycle, the DAP calculates
211 correctedvalues representingthe intensity distribution
over the optical wavelength range. These data words are
then processedpoint by point and put either into the scan
buffer or into one or more of the eight raw data channels,
depending on the desired wavelength ranges of the eight
channels (seeFig. 16).
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Speed Requirements for Data
Acquisition in Photodiode Array
HPLC Detectors
A diodearraydetectoracquiresabsorbancedata as a function
of wavelengthand time.The optical unit directsradiationfrom a
deuteriumlamp througha flow cell and then spectrallydisperses
the transmittedradiationonto a linear array ol more than 200
photodiodes,monitoringwavelengthsin the range 190 to 600
nnq.Whentransmittedradiationfallson a photodiode,a photocurrent is generated.Each diode is connected in parallelwith a
capacitor,which is chargedto a certainvoltage(e.9., -5V). The
photocurrentpartiallydischargesthe capacitor;this effect provides the basis for the measurementof absorbance.External
circuitsmeasurethe extentof the dischargewhen the capacitor
is being recharged.The resultingelectronicsignal is then processed by an analog{o-digitalconverterand a computersystem
to give absorbancedata.
These events are continuous.The readoutis controlledby a
shift registerand a seriesof transistorswitchesthat sequentially
connect each photodiodeto a common line.The time between
two readout operations(readout cycle) is characteristicfor a
diodearraydetector.Thisreadoutcycle determinesthe spectrum
scanningspeed or scanningrate.
Speed versus D€tection Llmlt
To demonstratethe impactof data acquisitionspeed,let'stake
a closer look at what happensin a photodiode/capacitor
pair. lf
no radiationstrikesthe photodiode,no dischargeof the capacitor
occurs. The more intensethe incident radiation,the faster the
capacitor discharges. As the charge approaches zero, non-
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linearitiesarise in the measurementof the transmittedradiation.
When the capacitoris at zero volts, it will not respondto photocurrent until rechargedduring the next cycle.
Fast data acquisitionallows us to use high-intensityradiation
withoutsaturatingthe photodiodearray.Thesignalis proportional
to the lightintensity.Noise,however,is proportionaltothe square
rootof the lightintensity.Moreintenseincidentradiationtherefore
leadsto a highersignal-to-noise
ratio.Thus,whenallotherparametersare the same,the limitof detectionis lowerand detectabilitv
is betterwith higher-speeddata acquisition.
Speed versus Spectrum Quality
A major advantageof a diode array detector is the abilityto
monitoreluantsfrom short,highlyefficientHPLCcolumns.Components elute from such columns in a very short time, as little
as a few seconds. During elution,the concentrationof a compound in the mobile phase changes quickly from zero to a
maximumand back lo zero. The amplitudeof an absorbance
spectrumwill change proportionallywith the concentration.The
shape of the spectrum,however,ought to remain constant (if
only one compound is elutingat that time).
Assumewe havea model peak, havinga width of one second
'l).
at 50% amplitude(Fig.
We take absorbancespectra during
the upslope of the peak at intervalsof 0.04 second. Assume
that each of these spectra is acquired in an infinitelyshort
period of time, so that it showsthe true absorbanceat a certain
instant.The same series of spectra will occur in reversedorder on the downslope, because the model peak is perfectly
symmetrical.
lf the spectrophotometer
takesa full spectralscan in a relatively
fast 0.3 second, the scan speed is too slow for this peak (see
Fig.2). Thespectrumis deformedbecauseof changesin concentration between readingstaken at the shortestwavelengthand
those taken at the longest wavelength.Instead of the same
spectra on the upslope and the downslope,the result is two
completelydifferentspectra of the same compound taken at
differenttimes during its elution.
Fig. 3 shows the resultof high-speeddata acquisition,with a
full spectral scan taken in 0.01 second. The result is accurate
spectra,identicalon the upslope and the downslope.
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Fig.1. (a) Model chromatographicpeak. (b) lnstantaneous
spectra taken on the upslope of a model chromatographic
peak at O.j4-second intevals.
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Fig. 2. Spectra (0.3-second full-scantime) taken on the upslope and downslope of a model chromatographic peak.
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Fig. 3. Spectra (0.)l-second full-scan time) taken on the
upslope and downslope of a model chromatographic peak.
On the other hand, the longer the observationof the absorbance spectrum(exposuretime), the lower the spectral noise,
and vice versa. Thus the faster measurementwill have a lower
signal{o-noiseratio. However,noise can be decreased by averaging. 11we take an average of a number of items, random
noise will decrease by the square root of the number. In the
same 0.3 second that it took to get the inaccurateresultof Fig,
2, we can take 30 accurate 0.01-secondspectra and average
them, decreasingthe relativenoise by about the square root of
30, In other words, high-speeddata acqursitioncombined with
averagingyieldsboth valid spectrafor fast peaksand an accept-

Spectraldata is acquiredonly on request.The scansfrom
each aray cycle are summed together until the desired
acquisition time is over, but they remain separatedin the
wavelengthdomain. After a spectrumperiod is completed,
data is logarithmically converted and a backgroundspectrum is subtracted.The result is an absorbancespectrum
with 211 values, which is sent to the COM processor.

Speed versus Gomputer Power
Althoughfaster acquisitionof data from the photodiodeanay
gives betterresults,the fasterwe scanthe array,the moredifficult
it becomesfor the electronics.
As a resultof the 0.01-second
readoutcycle in the HP 10404HPLCDetectionSystem,the data
processingelectronicsmust be able to:
I Take 22,500 readings per second from the analog-to-digital
converter (including measurementsused for continuousrecalibration
and faultmonitoring)
r Make severalcorrectingcalculationsfor each measuremenl
(e.9.,dark current)
r Extract,on-line,up to 8 chromatographicsignalswith variable
bandwidth
r Take an averageof a variablenumber of scans
r Calculatelogarithmsto convert radiationmeasurementsinto
absorbancemeasurements,and provide resultson-line.
To performthis listof functionsrequiresthe executionof about
4 million arithmeticoperationsper second. Standard 8-bit or
16-bitmicrocomputerscannotperformto that requirement.Many
32-bit architecturesare not designed for the task. To perform
the tasks of high-speeddata acquisition,the HP 10404 has a
networkof microprocessors,
includinga set of high-speed,bipolar arithmeticunits called bit-sliceprocessors,as described in
the accompanyingarticle. As a result, it not only gives valid
resultsfor fast HPLC peaks,but also has a detectionlimit competitivewith single-wavelength
UVI/|s detectors.

The raw channel data is filtered using boxcar stages(running averageof the last n values)and bunch elements(sum
of the last n valueswith rate reduction by n, i.e., one output
data point for each n input data points). There are several
boxcar/bunch stagesfor each channel; the number of stages
used determines the electrical bandwidth and the corresponding basesample rate. When an acquisition period is
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Fig. 17. Block diagrarn of the bitslice DAP. This 16-bit processor
takes ADC data at 22,500 words
per second and computes absorbance and spectral data.
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over, eight absorbance signals are calculated and transferred. Absorbancecalculation is quite similiar to that used
for scans.
All calculations are done internally with double (32-bit)
precision, but to save buffer space and transfer time, the
precision of logarithms for spectrais reduced to t6 bits.
Bit-Slice Hardware
The DAP bit-slice system (Fig. 17) is built of four 2901
ALU (arithmetic logic unit) slices for a 16-bit-word data
handling capability. This correspondsto the width of the
data words coming from the analog-to-digital converter and
is the best tradeoff between the amount of hardware and
the required processing time. The instruction word width
of 32 bits allows multifunction instructions for increased
processingspeed. It is possible,for instance,to combine
an arithmetic function, a shifUrotate operation, an inpuU
output transfer, and a jump or call function. These multifunction instructions are optimized to the needs of the
diode array detector.
The next-addresslogic, which controls stack operations
and conditional or unconditional jumps or calls,usesthree
2911.sequencers,enoughto addressthe 2Kx 32-bit instruction PROMs.The clock frequency used is 4.5 MHz. With
the pipelining of the instruction path, which prevents processor slowdown by PROM accesstime, the instruction
execution time is 220 ns. Accessingthe 2Kx16-bit local
RAM, or during VO, one or two 55-ns quarter cycles are
added to handle the longer accesstimes of these devices.
There are two interrupt lines, Interrupt events are handled like any status information and must be polled by
software. One line is used for communication with the
COM processor,and the other synchronizes datainput from
the ADC and control output to the severalhardware control
registers of the array front-end electronics.
Bit-Slice Development Tools
For DAP software development, an HP internal software
packagewas used.Running on the HP 3000ComputerSystem, it consists of a configurable assembler package that
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Fig.18. Spectra can betaken by keystroke request,periodically, or at various points on a peak.
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Fig.19, Slopeandcurvature
signalsand thresholds
usedin
detectingpeakinflectionpoints.
can be adapted to any hardware configuration. Instruction
mnemonics can be defined by the user.
To replace the instruction PROMs during the development phase, a special PROM simulator or writable control
store was built. To control the simulator and to download
software written on the HP 3000, an HP 9835 Computer
and someinterfacesoftwarewere used.An HP 16108 Logic
State Analyzer was used to check for hardware problems
and to debug the software.
Data Processing
Data processing in the diode array detector is implemented on the COM processor,a 280A. Its main purposesare selection and formatting. The outputs of this step
are a raw data file to be stored on disc for off-line evaluation,
and/or scaled graphics to be plotted on the HP-85 screen
for on-line monitoring.
The inputs for the data processing step, which are delivered by the data acquisition processor (DAP), consist of
signals (blocks of eight 4-byte values) and spectra (blocks
of ztt z-byIe values). The user can define the wavelengths,
the time base, the number of signals to be stored on the
file, and what spectrawill be stored.
Three modes are available for spectrum selection.
Spectracan be selectedin three ways:
r Manually upon keystroke request
r Periodically at a selectable time interval
r Peakcontrolled (at the apex, on the slopes,or at the end
of a chromatographic peak).
Fig. 18 illustrates the different spectrum selection modes.
For normal applications,the peak controlled mode is most

acquisition time of the spectrum. Therefore, spectra are
taken periodically and stored by the COM, If then an apex
or other interesting point in the signal is detected,the available spectra are searched for the one with an acquisition
time closest to the required time. This spectrum is marked
for later storing to the output file. Up to six spectra can be
stored. This is enough, because the acquisition rates for
sigrrals and spectra are about the same, so the time span
between the newest spectrum and the oldest just has to
equal the delay in peak recognition. The number of intermediately stored spectrais constant. When a new spectrum
arrives from the DAP, the oldest spectrum is overwritten
by the new one. However, if this oldest spectrum is marked,
it is first stored to the output file.

Fig.20. For on-linemonitoringof diode array detector results,
the HP-85 screen shows the evolving chromatogram (top
trace) and spectra updated at about one-second inteNals
(bottom trace).
interesting, since it reduces the huge number of available
spectra to relevant and manageable information.

Peak Detection
The user selectsone of the signals as a pilot signal, which
is then fed into a peak detector to determine the points of
interest where spectra are to be taken. The peak detector
is a piece of software that implements a state machine.
Each state representsa particular set of pilot signal characteristics. The transitions between states are the relevant
points for spectrum selection.
To determine the characteristics of the pilot signal, the
first and second derivatives are calculated, representing
the slope and curvature of the signal. To cope with the
ever present noise on the signal, the derivative calculations
include a digital filtering step.
The peak detector has to discriminate between the
baseline and the peak, and within the peak has to find
upslopes, downslopes, valleys, shoulders, and the apex.
The necessarystates are:
I Baseline (BL): curvatute zero
I Concave(POS):curvature positive, slope zero
r Convex (NEG): curvature negative, slope zero
r Upslope 1 (UP1):curvature and slope positive
r Upslope 2 (UPz): curvature negative, slope positive
r Downslope 1 (DNl): curvature positive, slope negative
r Downslope 2 (DN2): curvature and slope negative.
To improve noise immunity, there is a threshold range
around zero. Therefore, "positive" means "greater than
positive threshold," and "negative" means"less than negative threshold" (seeFig. 19),

Using Stored Data
The output data file consists of a number of records, each
containing either a spectrum or some signal data. With
each spectrum are stored the acquisition parameters for it
(wavelength range, time and duration of acquisition). The
sigrral acquisition parameters (wavelengths, bandwidths,
sample and referencepath measurement,time base,pilot
signal) are stored whenever there is a change in any of
them. The file also contains some directory information
and some general information about the analysis. Thus the
raw data file contains all of the information needed for
off-line data processing.
For on-line monitoring, the HP-85's graphics screen is
continually updated. In the upper half of the screen is the
evolving signal (chromatogram). In the lower half of the
screen is a spectrum (seeFig. 20). The spectrum is valid
for only one instant of time and is redrawn as each new
spectrum is acquired. Since spectra can normally be acquired in less than one second, the changing display lets
the user visualize the movement of the eluant through the
flow cell.
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Spectrum Acquisition
The straightforward method of spectrum acquisition
would be to command the DAP to measure a spectrum
whenever an interesting state transition occurs in the peak
detector(e.g.,UP2 to DN2, indicating the apex of the peak).
However,this solution is not acceptablebecauseof a double
delay. The first is the delay in peak recognition (half of the
length of the curvature filter), and the second is half of the
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New Technologies in the HP 1090
Liquid Chromatograph
by Alfred Maute
Engineering Manager
Waldbronn Division
In making a new generationof any technical product, new
technologyand processeswill usuallybe appliedwhereverfeasible. In fact, new and/or improvedtechnologymay well be the
main or the only reasonto replacean existingproduct.
On the other hand, if you decide to expand your instrument's
or system'srangeof capabilitiessignificantlybeyondtraditional
or present limits,technologiesand processes may not be so
easilyidentified,tested,applied, and established.
A few years ago, we decided to extend the flow range of a
liquid chromatographdown to a few microlitersof solventper
minute(whichcomparesto the amountof liquid flowingthrough
the capillariesof a small plant). Doing this within an analytical
technique,whose quantitationrequirementsfor resolutionand
reproducibility
are onlya few tenthsof a percent,you mustcontrol
the motion of liquid volumes of a few nanoliters(a nanoliteris
0.1 x 0.'l x 0.1 mm) underpressurerangesof 200-500bar (30007000psi).To do this,all flow-relateddevicesin the system,which
haveto be made of a few chemicallyinertmaterialslikestainless
steel,quartz,ceramic,gold, or Teflon'",have to be miniaturized
in volume and geometry. Miniaturization,
of course, is a well
establishedtrend.Vast experiencehas been built up in controlling microdimensions
of semiconductingmaterials,plastics,metals, and organics,and we were glad to make use of it.
But a few aspectswere different.We had to look into not iust
miniaturepassive parts and devices, but rather into miniature
machinery,like reciprocatingliquid pumps, valves, and liquid
samplerdevices.Movingmechanicalparts are subiectto wear
when severalhundred thousandor even millionsof cycles are
anticipatedovera lifetime.So technologieslikeprecisionmachining, surlace coating, polish, and finish,which are fairly highly
developed and traditionaland beginningto become historical,
had to be rediscoveredand reactivatedfor use in the HP 1090.
For example,the drillingof tiny holes with diameterslike 200
pm, or cutting miniaturethreads into bulk stainlesssteel,used
to be part of the daily work (or artwork) of the mechanicalwristwatchmakersof the Black Foresl and Switzerland.Ruby,
sapphire and quartz were common materialsfor them to cut,
shape, perforate,and polish to optical quality.We were able to
adapt the machinery,tools, and test equipmentfrom this traditionalindustry,and to developand establishinterestand human
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skillsfor this kind of work in the HP WaldbronnDivision.
Using ceramic doesn't seem exciting or difficult,as long as
you don't want to apply it to a moving, nonlubricatedsealing
surfacein a liquid microvalveexpectedto operateover a couple
of years at very low leakages. During the development of this
device we learnedhow far from trivialthis problemis. Thereare
veryfew expertsin the worldto consultwith.Thesolutionrequires
controlof criticalbulk materialproperties,ultrasonicmachining,
precise surface parameters, and a sophisticated actuator
mechanism.The resultingvalve representsa real advance in
this key elementof a liquid chromatograph.
When 100-pm l.D. steel capillariesneed to be connectedto
LC deviceslikecolumnsor detectorcells.the standardthreaded
fittingmust be adapted to the 0.5-mmO.D. of the capillary.This
involvesthe process of stainless-steel
welding of a concentric
seam at a distanceot 2OOpm from a 100-pm l.D. open bore.
Thetechnologyof choicehereis laserwelding,but at tremendous
cost of equipmentand even cost per seam, reasonenough for
our metal shop people to inventa semiautomatedmicroplasma
welding device, generatingthe circularseam in a few seconds
over the capillary'scross section,and keeping the bore open
by shaping the plasmathrougha tiny gas jet.
Having discoursedat lengthabout these micro and precision
mechanicsand processes,I musl also point out that two thirds
of the projectteam consistedof electricalengineers,computer
scientists,and chemists.They contributedtechnologiessuch as
bit-sliceprocessortechnology,which we adapted from the HP
26804 Laser Printerfor data acquisitionand processingin the
photodiode anay detector. Fast,high-resolutionservo motor control technologycame from HP Laboratoriesinto our liquid metering pump drives to controlthe motionof the sapphire plungers
down to 1-pm resolution.Key strategiesin the software and
hardware architecture of the multiprocessor system in terms of
distribution,interfacing,and communicationspay off for our customersin the flexibility,modularity,and upgradabilityof the whole
familyof liquid chromatographs.One aspect of this architecture
is to use standard communication hardware and protocols like
the HP-IB or RS-232-Cto provide any systemextensions.This
is crucial for computerizationand networkingin the analytical
laboratoryof today and tomorrow.
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